Silver Squelchers Twenty Three & Their
Interesting Associates
Suggested theme music for The Pilgrims Society!
Presented August 2015 by Charles Savoie
Members of The Pilgrims in Military and Intelligence
Related---#27 on Neocons & Warmongers
“He spoke openly against the Society”
(Line from “The Rifleman,” March 3, 1963)
TEXAS RESIDENTS---contact your state Senators and
Representatives and insist that Texas owned gold be returned to
Texas before the Texas Gold Depository is constructed! Don’t give
HSBC Bank (Pilgrims Society entity) more time to stall!
http://www.capitol.state.tx.us/ There are ample storage facilities
and can be guarded by Texas National Guard, Texas Rangers and
Texas State Troopers! The world gold bank run is underway! It’s
terrible folly to wait! “He who hesitates is lost” applies!
On the matter of the toxic waste spill into Colorado’s Animas
River--- We must all steadfastly refer to the OBAMA EPA in every
reference to the EPA. My two cents (1877 Indians in Mint State) is—
Obama got orders from one of his bosses in The Pilgrims Society’s
inner circle, Prince Philip (big population reduction activist, says he
wants to return as “a deadly virus”) to transmit orders to the OBAMA
EPA to intentionally dump the toxins. See Prince Philip in poses with
Obama on Google images. The Prince wants to poison people

(“USELESS EATERS” is the Royal family’s description of plain folks)
along the river’s course and downstream. Another reason—the
waste came from a former GOLD MINE, this could be used as
government pretext (“Pilgrims Society pretext”) to step in and SEIZE
gold mines, as in Nevada and elsewhere! Prince Philip exerts his
influence through more than 800 (eight hundred) organizations, see
Wiki.

“Harrow the marrow” of The Pilgrims Society---spread this around!

In number 25 (or later) we’ll discuss Tom Kean, who chaired the 911
Commission; he qualifies as a neocon, a warmonger and in
intelligence.

1) Baron Robertson, Lord Robertson, George Islay MacNeill
Robertson was the tenth Secretary General of NATO, North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (1999-2004). He has become a member of The
Pilgrims Society in London at some time subsequent to the 1980
rosters. He is a member of the Order of St. Michael and St. George,
the Royal Society of the Arts and the Royal Society of Edinburgh.
Before taking the helm of NATO, he was British Secretary of State for
Defense (1997-1999). He was Secretary of State for Scotland
(1993-1997) and a Member of Parliament (1978-1999). The Baron
is on record as making extremely forceful statements warning
against the dire consequences of Scottish national independence--naturally so, as by definition, Pilgrims Society members are Royal
Family loyalists! We also note that he’s a director of Cable &
Wireless, an important megabillions telecommunications and
internet corporation, and the Weir Group, reporting 14,000
employees as of 2012. It’s involved in engineering in the oil, gas,
mining and power generation industries. Weir Group has
handsomely profited during wartime!

14,000 employees in 70 countries---

Robertson is also senior advisor at the Cohen Group in D.C.,
founded by a former Secretary of defense “to help multinational
clients expand overseas.” The Baron is also a governor of the
Ditchley Foundation, another Pilgrims Society think tank which
stages high level conferences of USA and UK power brokers.

Ditchley says “The Ditchley Foundation brings together leading

practitioners and experts from around the world to help shape
policy on the major international issues of the day.” Additionally he
was or is a director of TNK-BP, a joint venture between Russian
interests and British Petroleum, which had 50,000 employees until
the merger into Rosneft, of which British Petroleum owns almost
20%. There are two interesting characters from the USA on the
Rosneft board, one of whom has background with Exxon.

Wiki states that Robertson is on the advisory board to something
disquietingly called the “Global Panel America” project and other
elitist pockets of subversion. He’s been replaced in that post by Sir
Malcolm Rifkind (Pilgrims Society London). Robertson holds
decorations from the Netherlands, West Germany, Romania, Croatia
and Estonia and the USA Presidential Medal of Freedom in addition
to his strutting British titles---

Pilgrims Society member, industrial financier, Crown loyalist Baron
Robertson warned of a “nuclear cataclysm” if Scotland achieved
independence---

Robertson is president of the Royal Institute for International Affairs,
which is directly subsidiary to The Pilgrims London in exactly the
same way the Council on Foreign Relations is directly subsidiary to
The Pilgrims New York. He is also president of the United KingdomRussia Roundtable. Tony Blair (former Prime Minister) to be profiled
later is also a manager of this UKRR group.
http://www.nato.int/terrorism/chronology.htm shows that on
January 31, 2002, Robertson gave a speech to The Pilgrims New
York entitled “NATO after September 11” meaning after the 911
incident in which the World Trade Towers went down and the
Pentagon was hit (all staged by The Society so as to enrich their war
coffers and erode our Bill of Rights!) Excerpts--http://www.nato.int/docu/speech/2002 ---

“It is a great pleasure to be here with you. As a member of the
Pilgrims, I have championed the special relationship between the
United States and the United Kingdom throughout my political
career. I have a few political scars to show for it. And of course, I
now head the institution that embodies the transatlantic link as its
very foundation. So I could hardly feel more at home than I do here
this evening, in a group which focuses on, and supports, those
important relationships. This is a particularly good time to be here.
On the one hand, NATO's response to September 11th and the war
against terrorism reaffirmed the importance of the transatlantic
partnership. Tragedy in this city and Washington reinforces the
bonds between us. As Le Monde uncharacteristically put it on 12
September, "We are all Americans." But in recent weeks the tone of
some commentators has changed. Merchants of transatlantic gloom
have re-emerged to warn that NATO has been marginalized and that
its future is in doubt. A good story. Is it true? I am here to tell you
that the answer is an emphatic "No."
The Society used the 911 tragedy to boost its globalist activities!
“You will, of course, remember that this is not the first time that
predictions of this kind have been made. A dozen years ago, when
the Berlin Wall fell, some critics suggested that NATO had
completed its mission, and could pack it in. Then, after the success
of the Gulf War coalition, they suggested that all future operations
would be exactly like Desert Storm - and that, as a result, NATO
wasn't appropriate to meet modern challenges. The critics were

wrong. During the 1990s, NATO's members transformed the
Alliance to deal with instability in Southeast Europe, to provide
security across the European continent and to spearhead the
modernization of their armed forces. NATO prospered, expanded
and even won its first military campaign, in Kosovo. Ignore the
revisionists. Kosovo was a huge success. We won in 78 days,
without casualties, without a legacy of bitterness or terror, and with
all our objectives met. Every time I visit Kosovo, I meet people who
would not be alive today but for NATO's planes and soldiers. You
don't hear them bleating about "war by committee." Today, NATO is
keeping the peace in trouble spots in Southeast Europe; and
cooperating more and more deeply with Russia, Ukraine, and 25
other countries in Europe and Central Asia. And as a sign of NATO's
popularity among people who know, nine countries are queuing to
be admitted to join this year. So NATO entered the 21st century as
healthy, as relevant and as busy as ever before.”
“Bleating about war by committee” was Robertson’s mud tossed at
non-interventionists who, if their will prevailed, the war complex
profitability would plummet.
“But September 11th changed the world. As a result, critics argue
that NATO has no role in dealing with the new threats that confront
us all. Or that it could have a role but lacks the political will to seize
it. I totally disagree. The critics were wrong after the Cold War and
the Gulf War. They are wrong now. NATO is not only a part of the
campaign against terrorism - it is an essential part. Start with the

declaration of Article 5. We must not let revisionists cast doubt on
the fundamental importance of that decision, within hours of the
horrific attacks. By declaring that this attack was an attack against
them all, NATO's 19 members triggered the same collective defence
arrangements for the United States which Europeans had counted on
during the Cold War. This decision demonstrated that the mutual
trust and commitments on which the Alliance has been based for 52
years remain tangible, real and reciprocal. The fundamental link
between two continents and among 19 nations is as strong as ever.
But Article 5 is not just a statement of solidarity. It is also a
commitment by Allies to offer practical support. And the response
by America's Allies reveals a basic truth about the transatlantic
relationship: that as we enter the 21st century, NATO remains the
pre-eminent and unrivalled forum for preserving the security of all
its members.”
The transatlantic relationship consists of England dragging America
into foreign wars and eventually, installing the British Crown in the
White House after doing away with the presidency. NATO is, like the
League of Nations and the United Nations---a Pilgrims Society
creation. Dean Acheson, heir to a Canadian whiskey fortune, was
Secretary of State and authored “Present At The Creation” (1969) in
which he actually mentioned “The Society of Pilgrims” in London on
page 392. Acheson was not only a creator of NATO (acting for The
Pilgrims inner circle), he was also “one of the chief architects of the
postwar world.” His father was Episcopal bishop of Connecticut, a

state tightly in the grasp of Pilgrims Society members with near total
control over all media based there. Note Dean Acheson’s horsefly
looking face---how many livers were ruined and how many died in
wrecks from his booze fortune inheritance (Gooderham & Worts
Whiskey) ---

Continuing with Baron Robertson--“At the outset of the crisis, the United States asked for a range of
specific measures, such as enhanced intelligence support; blanket
overflight rights for US and other Allied aircraft; and access to ports
and airfields. This was quickly granted, and NATO - primarily
European - forces were rapidly deployed to the eastern

Mediterranean and the Balkans. Most significant, of course, was the
move of seven NATO AWACS airborne early warning aircraft from
their base in Europe across the Atlantic to replace US aircraft. These
NATO aircraft are now patrolling US airspace. As President Bush
said in his joint press conference with me in the White House Rose
Garden on 10 October: "This has never happened before, that NATO

has come to help defend our country, but it happened in this time
of need and for that we are grateful". The old world coming to
support the new, to misquote Winston Churchill. And a high point
indeed in the transatlantic relationship. Ah, say the critics, but what
about Afghanistan? It is true that NATO did not lead the campaign
against the Taliban and Al-Qaida because, as in the case of Desert
Storm in the Gulf, a larger, more diverse coalition was needed. But
NATO's political, military and logistical support has been crucial.
Furthermore, European members are leading the international
stability force now deploying to Kabul. As in Desert Storm, their
ability to work effectively with each other and with the United States
is the result of decades of cooperation in NATO.”
Both Presidents Bush the First and Second were/are neck deep with
their Pilgrims Society counterparts in London.
“It is a striking fact that because of NATO's emphasis on
multinational interoperability, British tanker aircraft over
Afghanistan can refuel US Navy fighters, but US Air Force tankers
cannot. And NATO's contribution stretches even further - because
it has made a vital contribution to building the coalition that the
United States needs to win this campaign. For years, NATO has been

building partnerships and trust with Central Asian partners,
including for example Uzbekistan. Now these same countries are
providing airspace and bases without which effective operations in
Afghanistan would have been impossible. Would that have been
feasible without those years of cooperation with NATO? I doubt it.
Afghanistan reinforces the fact that no modern military operation
can be undertaken by a single country. Even superpowers need
allies and coalitions to provide bases, fuel, airspace and forces.
NATO and its partners in the Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council are
the world's largest permanent coalition. And NATO is preeminently
the world's most effective military organisation. It will not be in the
lead in every crisis. But it has a vital role - in my view the vital role to play in multinational crisis prevention and crisis management.
Nonetheless, to maintain that role - to remain the central core of
Euro-Atlantic security - NATO must continue to evolve. The context
for our security is changing, and everybody in the security business
has to adapt. What NATO's critics do not seem to know is that we
are already on the job.”

“For instance, the Alliance is becoming the primary means for
developing the role of armed forces to defeat the terrorist threat.
NATO forces have, for example, already destroyed dangerous AlQaida cells in the Balkans. All our nations are examining ways to
improve our forces' abilities to protect themselves against the use of
weapons of mass destruction. And we are looking at using the
military's unique skills and capabilities more effectively to protect
our populations, and to assist in civil emergencies. We are engaging
non-NATO countries, including Russia, in the process. Next week, I
will host, along with Russian Defence Minister Sergey Ivanov, a
major meeting to jointly look at how our militaries can do more, and
do more together. This is an important symbol of NATO's
deepening relationship with Russia, built on more issues than
terrorism. We intend to work together as equal partners, in new
ways which benefit both sides but still safeguard NATO's cohesion
and autonomy of action. If we are able to bind Russia closely to the
Alliance, and to what it stands for, the strategic picture will be
transformed as fundamentally for the good as it was for evil on
September 11th. We are also redoubling our efforts to complete the
modernization of European and Canadian forces. They must be able
to take on a greater share of the burden of maintaining our common
security - including dealing quickly with terrorism and weapons of
mass destruction. The United States must have partners who can
contribute their fair share to operations which benefit the entire
Euro-Atlantic community. This is the best possible way to build on

the emotional and practical strengthening of transatlantic bonds
caused by the terrible attacks last year.”
Terrorism so-called (caused almost entirely by bad USA and UK
foreign policy) is a “reason” to end our privacy, our right to move
about, to be free from intrusions, and “transatlantic bonds” is more
code language for Old World influences concentrated in London to
be dictating USA foreign policy.
“The willingness to share the burdens and risks of taking on
terrorism of a global reach was clearly evidenced in the offers made
to the United States for its military campaign in Afghanistan. The
picture on burden sharing, however, is frankly a mixed one. In
practical terms, America's Allies are pulling their weight. In the
Balkans, for example, more than 85% of the peacekeeping troops
are European. The European Union is paying the lion's share in
reconstruction and development. Javier Solana and I have a polished
political EU-NATO double-act to keep the peace in the former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. And in the coming months, we
will see increasing efforts by the Europeans to reduce the burden on
American shoulders in some of these Balkan operations.
Unfortunately, the longer term picture is less optimistic. For all the
political energy expended in NATO and in the EU, the truth is that
Europe remains militarily undersized. American critics of Europe's
military incapability are right. If we are to ensure that the United
States moves neither towards unilateralism nor isolationism, all
European countries must show a new willingness to develop

effective crisis management capabilities. I am confident that this
will happen. September 11th was a wake-up call for us all.”

“My clarion call in this job has been the importance of "capabilities,
capabilities, capabilities." But keep in mind that this is not simply a
task for NATO. The European Union has an equally important role to
play. Its Headline Goal process runs in parallel with and
complements NATO's Defence Capabilities Initiative. Another
example of European Defence at work in practice. Yet the United
States must also do much more too. Not in terms of soldiers on the
ground or aircraft in the air. But in facilitating the process of

European defence modernization. By easing unnecessary restrictions
on technology transfer and industrial cooperation, Washington can
improve the quality of the capabilities available, and diminish any
problems our forces have in working together. Finally, we are
beginning the modernisation of NATO's decision-making processes.
NATO has an unique ability to take and implement quick decisions.
We showed it last summer, when within five days of the political
decision we had deployed 4,000 troops to Macedonia. This force
supervised a crucial disarmament process, and it certainly helped to
avoid a civil war. That kind of quick action will be necessary in
future - including, potentially, to respond to terrorism. We must
therefore ensure that it can still be done after any NATO
enlargement in November.”

“We have a demanding new agenda through to the Prague Summit in
November. But in adapting and updating the Alliance, we must not
discard the essentials which underpinned its value in the 90s.
Perhaps I do not need to say so to this audience, but there is simply
no credible alternative forum for transatlantic security coordination.

Nor is there any credible alternative for ensuring the military and
political interoperability on which all coalition operations depend.
There is no other means than NATO to ensure that European
Defence strengthens our collective capacity. And there is no other
organisation which can provide stability and security in the EuroAtlantic area and prevent the re-nationalization of defence in
Europe. As the Wall Street Journal wrote last week, if security were a
marketable product, it would be harder to find a better brand name
than NATO. September 11th was an enormous tragedy. But it has
revealed many truths. That the bond between the United States and
Europe is as strong as ever. That NATO remains the essential
platform for defence cooperation and coalition operations. That
NATO is and will continue to be the essential pillar of Euro-Atlantic
security, and cooperation between the two sides of the Atlantic. So
ignore the merchants of doom. September 11th was not a blow to
NATO. It was further proof of its enduring value. And it has
stimulated another round of modernization. In an uncertain world,
the transatlantic link is not an optional extra. That is why NATO has
emerged from each crisis more vibrant and more relevant than
ever.”
The globalists use crises to aggregate more control over society!
In 2008, along with other Pilgrims members (Sir Christopher Meyer,
Lord Alan Watson and Sir Robert Worcester), Lord Robertson was a
big wheel at the English Speaking Union World Members Conference

in 2008 in Edinburgh. The ESU has chapters in more places than
you’d believe, all with subtle pro-British overtones---

2) Field Marshall General Charles Ronald Llewelyn Lord Guthrie of
Craigiebank, Baron Guthrie of Craigiebank, member British House of
Lords and titled Freeman of The City of London (1938---; Pilgrims
Society as of undetermined), Knight Grand Cross Order of the Bath;
Royal Victorian Order; Order of the British Empire; United States
Legion of Merit was Chief of the General Staff of the United Kingdom
(1994-1997) and Chief of the Defense Staff (1997-2001). 1957
graduate of the British Royal Military Academy at Sandhurst. His
family owns sizeable land in Scotland. He saw military service in the
U.K., Germany, Malaysia, Libya, Northern Ireland, Vanuatu (small
Pacific Ocean nation) several African nations and Turkey (as a
military envoy). He was a colonel in British Intelligence in the mid1980s. In 1999 he was awarded the odd sounding title, “Gold Stick
to the Queen,” which could have all manner of implications from
monetary to tawdry. He’s been an official of SAS, the Special Air
Service of the British military. Just how powerful is the British
military today? Could it defeat either Russia or China? Certainly
not; however, the big picture is that British force includes Canada,
Australia, and unfortunately, the U.S. military remains at their
disposal, because The Society controls our foreign relations,
Commander in Chief, and the armed forces! It seems inevitable that
at some point, these Anglo-Americans would want to maneuver
Russia and China to lock horns while they stay out of the conflict,
and then step in when the weakened survivor is determined.

Guthrie in British military regalia.
The red represents Royalty and bloodshed!

This was a 2001 meeting of The Pilgrims London, shown on page
205 of “The Pilgrims of Great Britain” (short run book, 2003) ---

Circa 2002, Guthrie became a director of N.M. Rothschild & Sons of
London of the mythically legendary Rothschild clan, still believed by
many to be history’s wealthiest family. During 2005 to 2007
Guthrie was a paid advisor to the Arab government of Oman.

According to Joel Van Der Reijden, the great European researcher on
The Pilgrims Society, Guthrie has been on hand at Trilateral
Commission meetings dating to 2002 and has had association with
the Windsor Leadership Trust of the British Royal family. Guthrie is
deeply involved (steering committee member) with the world’s two
leading military forces think tanks---the International Institute for
Strategic Studies in London and the Center for Strategic and
International Studies in D.C. The London group is based in Arundel
House.

Guthrie has made public warnings about terrorism, biological and
nuclear weapons and has specifically denounced Syria; presumably
those cautions apply to other than militaries aligned with The
Crown. Arundel House in London, HQ of the International Institute
for Strategic Studies. This was also the site of ancient baths during
the Roman occupation of Britain. In 1549 it was acquired by Henry
FitzAlan, the 12th Earl of Arundel. The present building on the site
however dates to the 1800s. The Fitzalans are well represented in
The Pilgrims London as a leading dynasty spanning centuries, and in
fact, potentially representing, with intersecting marriages, several
hundred billions in wealth; see pages 37-40 of #11 Silver
Squelchers---

Lord Guthrie is a trustee of the Institute for Strategic Dialogue at
Oxford University. It’s also known as the Weidenfeld Institute for
Strategic Dialogue or simply the Weidenfeld Institute. Chairman is
Lord Weidenfeld (Pilgrims London 1980 roster) whose credits
include director of Cheyne Capital Management and he received the
Charlemagne Medal for European Media. He holds decorations from
Germany, Italy and Austria and he’s Honorary Chairman, of the
Board of Governors, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev (Israel). Sir
Ronald Grierson is a trustee; he’s long been a Pilgrims Society
management official and associated with the Warburg banking and

finance empire. Grierson has ties to the Reynolds family (Pilgrims
U.S., consumer conglomerate and aluminum) and the Graces
(Pilgrims U.S., chemicals, utilities, banking). There are two other
trustees highly likely to be Pilgrims members---

Guthrie is or has been a member of the European Council of this
Israeli university.
The Rothschilds have had long standing historical interest in this
region of the world.

Guthrie was a director of Advanced Interactive Systems Inc, and Aon
Ltd. AIS was based in Seattle and operated shooting ranges for
training security professionals. Its assets were acquired in 2013
by Cubic Defense Applications. Aon Ltd. works with hundreds
of multinational corporations. We read, “Headquartered in
London, Aon plc is the leading provider of risk management
services, insurance and reinsurance brokerage and a global
leader in human capital and management consulting. Our key
advantage is our broad view of the insurance industry. With an
employee base of 65,000 colleagues in 500 offices in more than
120 countries.” Guthrie is an ex-director of Aon; there is a
member of the Carnegie family there, adequate to link it to The
Pilgrims group---

This link states that Lord Guthrie is a consultant to BioDefense,
based in Boston. We read---

“BioDefense Corp. is currently the

only company in the world to develop and deploy technology that

can neutralize and destroy a biohazardous substance, such as
anthrax, ricin and influenza, while maintaining the integrity of mail,
packages, currency and medical waste. The process takes about 45
minutes and can be completed in the field or in a small office. The
MailDefender(R) is currently deployed at the United Nations, U.S.
Department of Justice, U.S. Department of Defense, Department of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms and several embassies worldwide.”

Guthrie is a “non-executive director” of Colt Defense which for some
reason appears to have little public info; it may be a subsidiary of
another company. At the Russian based site of Petropavlovsk
(formerly known as Peter Hambro Gold Mining), we read this on
Guthrie--“Field Marshal the Lord Guthrie of Craigiebank GCB LVO OBE DL was
appointed to the Board in 2008. He is also a director of Colt Defense
LLC and a non-executive director of Gulf Keystone Petroleum Ltd.
Lord Guthrie is an independent member of the House of Lords, a
board member of the Moscow School of Policy Studies, a Visiting
Professor and Honorary Fellow of King’s College London, Colonel of
the Life Guards and Gold Stick to The Queen. He was formerly a
director of NM Rothschild & Sons Limited, Chief of the Defence Staff

and the Principal Military Adviser to two Prime Ministers and three
Secretaries of State for Defence.”
Rothschilds London---

Here we’re told that Guthrie’s status as a Rothschild director is no
longer current. Does anyone believe that ended his connections
with them? In all, Petropavlovsk has four directors who may be
Pilgrims; only one is confirmed, that being Guthrie. In 2013,
Petropavlovsk produced 741,200 ounces of gold.

Lord Guthrie has been involved with something called Turkana
Appeal, billed as a relief charity in Kenya. Turkana is a large
region in Kenya with a large lake by the same name. Kenya
Today, September 16, 2013, using less than perfect English,
announced, “CENTRAL KENYA MPs secretly discuss GOLD
DEPOSITS found in Mount Kenya after Turkana Water” and
continues--“After the discovery of mineral water in Turkana which scientists say
can quench the thirst of this country’s 40 million plus Somali
refugees plus all those international tax evaders living in Nairobi’s
leafy suburbs, a group of Mt Kenya Mps secretly met yesterday
afternoon to discuss the old rumour that the sacred mountain may
be holding the world’s largest gold deposits yet to be discovered.”

I suggest that Lord Guthrie, acting for the Royals or the Rothschilds
or both, is involved in something besides water relief activities for
refugees in Kenya.
Gulf Keystone Petroleum is in northern Iraq known as Kurdistan;
Lord Guthrie is a current director. They claim five discoveries in the
region and state Gulf Keystone has one of the largest onshore
developments in the world today and the Company is moving into a
phase of significant production. We believe that we have only
scratched the surface of the true value of our blocks and our
ongoing exploration and appraisal activity is expected to result in
further upside.”

There isn’t much on the Moscow Institute of Policy Studies, but
Guthrie isn’t involved in flea market operations, so there’s
something of more substance going on with this institute; it

suggests connections with Russian leadership. Another site says
he’s a director of the Moscow School of Politics. Elsewhere it’s called
the Moscow School of Political Studies. Again there’s little on this
one (whatever the actual name); it’s mentioned at the site of the
Institute for European Studies. Guthrie has a lot of status at King’s
College in London as a visiting professor and as chairman of the
trustees of Liddell Hart Centre for Military Archives; notice the
suggestion of boundless wealth in an interior of one of the
buildings---

Information has it that Guthrie is chairman of Siboney Limited,
which is apparently a beach club on the island of Antigua in the
Caribbean. A less likely possibility is that of an advertising agency
based in New York which operates in Spanish speaking countries
south of the U.S. He’s a non-executive director of Sciens Capital

Management. Non-executive means he isn’t burdened by the day to
day affairs of the company, but he’s there for someone larger than
himself who’s out of view in the background. At a diamond trade
source we notice this--- “Can a newly launched colored diamond
hedge fund deliver huge returns?” --“The colored diamond trade is about to become a lot more
transparent. At least that’s what former Bulgari executives Mahyar
Makhzani and Philip Baldwin think their new Sciens Colored
Diamond Fund will do when they attempt to show the industry how
the intersection of Wall Street high finance and the diamond trade
can ring in profits. The new fund is a joint venture between
Makhzani and Baldwin, acting as the fund’s managing directors, and
Sciens Capital Management, which has more than $6 billion under
management. Sciens Capital is one of Wall Street’s leading
alternative investment firms — firms that invest in assets other than
stocks and bonds. The joint venture fund is designed to invest only
in intense deep and vivid colored diamonds.”
The Rothschilds financed Cecil Rhodes cartelization of South African
diamonds at the close of the 1800s; they are still holders of De
Beers Diamonds and doubtless other diamond ventures also.

Investing in diamonds? This is a very tricky area. Huge price
variations occur with slight differences in grading. Shady operators
are known to massage diamond certificates. They buy a GVS1 2.28
round and sell it without the cert. Next they cut a slightly larger JSI1
down a few points in weight to 2.28; they display the diamond
against blue paper, making it look white like a G color and say it
goes with the cert. See if there’s supposed to be a laser inscription
on the “girdle.” Beware many other pitfalls such as high pressure
high temperature (HPHT) which whitens the diamond; it also makes
it more brittle and it could fracture into worthlessness. Another
serious issue is that even major diamond dealers admit that they
can send the same diamond multiple times to the Gemological
Institute of America (GIA) Gem Trade Lab and get several different
certificates (“lab grading reports”) all varying as to statement of the
diamond’s quality aspects. The price differences from one color
and clarity grade to another run into the thousands of dollars per
carat, whereas the reports aren’t priced to make repetitive opinion
seeking unpleasant. To the contrary, diamond grading laboratories
have financial incentive to allow multiple resubmitting of the same
diamond, because they collect fat fees each time! So when you buy

a GIA certed diamond it’s most likely you bought a stone that was
sent in multiple times and you will pay for all the certs in addition to
the single best one you’ll be handed! Since diamonds can be
measured and weighed with great mathematical precision, I suspect
there’s a framework in place by which diamonds sent for the first
time get lowballed as to quality, and that there’s some tendency to
“improve” the stated grading on every resubmission, with a
limitation on the number of submissions so the scandal’s chance of
becoming big news is minimized. We are assured the GIA has
cleansed itself after its nasty bribery scandal reported on November
1, 2005 at Diamonds Dot Net. Buying a diamond just by its papers
is also woefully misleading otherwise; absent an in person eye
evaluation in several lighting environments, you have little
assurance of how nice the gem’s optical performance will be,
including with other lab reports on such matters. In spite of all the
outrageous pitfalls, some pros still make money in diamonds. Sell
what you don’t own is the best way to not lose money on diamonds;
but even then you can lose due to nonproductive advertising. Watch
out! “I find diamonds frightening” was a message I received in my
inbox. Can’t sell to end users? Stay away from diamonds.
Agricultural land may be a better buy (unless Pilgrims interest
Monsanto has seized it all).
All that said, if you can navigate the risks diamonds can be quite
profitable and have never been nationalized by Uncle Sam---as
have both gold and silver. If you aren’t buying for investment your

worries are greatly eased. Natural diamond sources are in decline
and while manmade diamond technology has greatly improved,
purists will always insist on all natural only. Yes, I think I’ll acquire
some---but only because I’ve spent over 400 hours in study on it!
That still leaves me a neophyte by many standards. You can also
“invest” in diamonds by leaving bullion with dealers, and see if you
can turn some gems to end users. If you are robbed you lose the
collateral you left. That’s the deal! You can also consider using
www.escrow.com as intermediary. Don’t ever show a diamond in a
non-carpeted room---damage can occur if it’s dropped. If you sell
a loose diamond and someone else sets it, you must tell the buyer
you have no responsibility if the other party damages the stone
while setting it or “swaps” it for one of lesser value! This field in
particular requires you protect yourself in many ways! Unless you
invest at least 100 hours reading about diamond gemology I’d
forget about it. Pre-owned diamonds are usually the best buys
because someone was paid a lowball pittance to raise funds for an
emergency. These are tough to come by due to competition and
without know how you could place funds into a terrible lemon. If
you want a free diamond education contact me through
www.silverstealers.net and I’ll tell you where to get it. Be ready to
spend several hundred hours time. Don’t be thinking that precious
metals will be the only way to add wealth.
Guthrie is a non-executive director of Ashley Gardens Block 2 Ltd
which is apparently a building in London. He is or was an advisor to

Thorium Power, since known as Lightbridge Corporation in McLean,
Virginia which is in nuclear energy consulting.

General Lord Guthrie, whom we may say is either lordly in a general
way, or generally lordly, but very highly Pilgrimized, is a trustee of
the Vijay Amritraj Foundation, named after an Indian who held a
United Nations post; just more globalists. Other trustees include
Pilgrims Society member former USA President George Herbert
Walker Bush and Sir E.R. De Rothschild, London financier who can’t
presently be shown to be a Pilgrims member. Most of them (88 to
91%) don’t allow that detail into the public record, however; he’s a
member---bet on it, and in the inner circle. This makes two and
more like three Rothschild connections Guthrie has, if we include
the colored diamond investment trust.

Lord Guthrie was president of the (British) Army Benevolent Fund.
Guthrie isn’t currently listed. However, other Pilgrims members in

London are listed. The Queen; Field Marshall Lord Bramall; Field
Marshall Lord Inge; and several others likely.

Guthrie is listed as president of Action Medical Research. They’re
vaccine hucksters and were founded in 1952. Guthrie is confirmed
here as their current president and their Royal patron is Prince
Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, outspoken advocate of sharp reduction in
world population. Subverting health via vaccines lessens
population.

Guthrie was a governor of The Charterhouse in London, which dates
all the way back to 1371 AD. Part of the grounds had been used to
bury victims of the Black Death, the bubonic plague. This is a
complex of buildings connected to tremendous episodes in English
history and large-looming personalities such as the Dukes of
Norfolk, who were later to be members of The Pilgrims Society of
Great Britain. The Charterhouse today operates as a social service
organization. Governance of The Charterhouse includes at least a
half dozen members of The Pilgrims London; those are only those
I’m able to ID, being limited by the Secret Society’s refusal to post
rosters to public view.
Guthrie is on the advisory council to the Atlantic Council in York,
England, whose Washington D.C. counterpart is also a Pilgrims
Society front wanting political unification with England. In their
code language, “the transatlantic relationship remains the core of all
our activities, with NATO at centre stage.” John Forbes Kerry, who
inherited a fortune and expanded it and married into the still larger
Heinz (Pilgrims Society) fortune, present Secretary of State and a
Yale Bonesman, is another member post the 1980 roster; we could
do his own profile on him as well, addressed the D.C. Atlantic
Council. He and his wife represent north of $1 billion together---

Arrábida Conflict Prevention Initiative Institute of which Guthrie is or
was an advisor to, appears to not have a website. It’s located in
Lisbon, Portugal. Guthrie is a patron of the UK Defence Forum.
Guthrie’s name is here along with another member we profile
elsewhere, Admiral Lord Boyce. There appear to be as many as five
other members on this board; confirmation cannot be effected
without a roster or other acceptable evidence.

Guthrie is on the roster of patrons of the Second World War
Experience Centre in West Yorkshire, with several other likely
members---

Here’s Guthrie with one of his bosses, Crown Prince Charles---

Lord Guthrie (Pilgrims) with Lord Robertson (Pilgrims) of NATO,
seeming the more sinister due to blur, profiled in this installment
just previously---

Lord Guthrie is a patron of the Burnaby Blue Foundation, an English
charity involved in relief work for deprived children; that more or
less is the official line. They are vaccine hucksters. He’s been
involved as president with the Federation of London Youth Clubs
which represents over 400 groups. Guthrie is or was vice-president,
Trinity Institute for Christianity and Culture at 124 Sloane Street in
London. This is also the address of Pacific Investments, Key Rock
Capital and 84 other commercial entities. A few who are aware of it
may be wondering if I’m going to mention the fact that not only is
Guthrie Catholic, but additionally that he’s a member of the Knights
of Malta, which happens to be the Vatican equivalent network to the
Royal family’s Pilgrims Society so; I mentioned it. Also needing to
be mentioned is that he converted to Catholicism, interpreted as
being a Crown loyalist with a foot in the Vatican camp for Crown
intelligence purposes. We know the Rothschilds aren’t Catholics

either and Guthrie is one of their boys. I suggest the Crown, the
Rothschilds and The Pilgrims are being slicked by Guthrie for the
Rome faction, or the other way around, which it most likely is---the
other way around. J. Peter Grace, chemical conglomerate magnate
and Citibank director (Pilgrims 1969) mentioned in his listing (page
867, 1970-1971 Who’s who in America) that he was a member of
the board of founders of the U.S. branch of the Knights of Malta, but
was silent as to his Pilgrims membership, because this Crown
organization meant more to him than being leader of a Catholic
group! Why are men like Peter Grace and Charles Guthrie out in the
open about being in an elite Catholic group, but “underground” as
to Pilgrims membership? Their Catholicity is worn in public, their
membership in the Royal family’s top group was/is in the dark.
Here’s Pilgrims Society member Lord Guthrie on You Tube.

3) Robert James Woolsey (1941---; PROBABLY a Pilgrims member)
is a special situation for this enumeration. The fact that he’s had
Presidential appointments in two Democrat and two Republican
administrations is illustrative of this matter of The Pilgrims Society
controlling both “adversarial” parties from the top down; the small
folks never grasp this, as they’re distracted by TV talk shows and
pro sports. Woolsey was Central Intelligence Agency director
(1993-1995). In 1944 General William Donovan of the Office of
Strategic Services (OSS) called for the creation of the CIA, which

transpired in 1947. Donovan appeared in The Pilgrims 1957 roster
with a Wall Street lawyer who lived to be over 100. Dorr’s relative
was with the OSS and “after World War II he was the United States
delegate on commissions dealing with German reparations and the
recovery of gold seized by the Germans.” The son was later an exec
at Chase Manhattan Bank---

http://www.luxcapital.com/team/profile/r.-james-woolsey --“He specializes in a range of alternative energy and security issues.
He also serves as an officer or advisor to a range of government,
corporate and non-profit groups, Woolsey is a frequent contributor
of articles to major publications and from time to time gives public
speeches and media interviews on the subjects of foreign affairs,
defense, energy and intelligence.”

In these articles, speeches and interviews, does Woolsey ever
mention The Pilgrims Society? About as much as a shoplifter
announces he’s smuggling something out the front door.
Woolsey is a Rhodes Scholar, which in a distinct minority becomes a
conduit to later Pilgrims induction. On August 9, 2011, in a
telephone conversation with Jill Spiller, secretary of The Pilgrims in
New York, my venerated Dutch colleague Joel Van Der Reijden was
told that Woolsey has been a speaker at a Pilgrims meeting.
Prospects are very high he’s member and not only a guest speaker.
He also attended Yale, where most likely he became a member of a
“super-fraternity” there such as Wolf’s Head Society; that also,
especially combined with a Rhodes scholarship, gives a big potential
boost towards eventual Pilgrims induction. I’m giving you my
opinion that as he’s taken on so many huge positions after the date
of his Pilgrims address, that he has become a full member. He’s the
only one on these lists with whom I’ve taken what I feel is not
unreasonable license; the rest have more definite confirmation
either from Who’s Who volumes or websites of companies or groups
they’re involved with. Apparently that 2011 conversation didn’t
include an inquiry as to whether Woolsey was at that time on The
Pilgrims waiting list for membership. Woolsey is also deeply
involved with confirmed member Richard Carlson at the Foundation
for the Defense of Democracies. Woolsey is chairman of FDD as of
fall 2014. Following is a review of Woolsey’s background. He wears
the Democrat political label; it should read “globalist warmonger.”

The Who’s Who in the East 2014, page 1526, shows this on
Woolsey. My advice is to not attempt sending any of these
characters any E-mail; there is no object; they will not disclose the
rest of The Pilgrims roster for either branch---

The intelligence community is deeply connected to The Pilgrims
Society. Allen Dulles, who headed the CIA from 1953 till 1961,
surfaced on The Pilgrims executive committee by 1971. To be
clear---the CIA doesn’t control The Pilgrims, it’s the other way
around, and this applies to every last interlock all members of The
Pilgrims have. Richard Helms (Pilgrims Society second generation
member---his grandfather headed the Bank for International
Settlements) was CIA director in 1973-1977 and in The Pilgrims
1974 roster.
After becoming a Rhodes Scholar and his Yale experience, Woolsey
spent two years in the late 1960s with the Defense Department
followed by a year in the National Security Council. His wife! We’ll
save her for last; she has so many credits we don’t want to confuse
the pair. In the late 1960s he was a State Department rep to arms
limitation talks, something which can’t be taken at face value. That
was a role he reprised in 1989-1991 and held the rank of
Ambassador. In similar roles, he was on the President’s
Commission on Strategic Forces in 1983-1984, the President’s Blue
Ribbon Commission on Defense Management and the Soviet Arms
Talks in Switzerland in the mid-1980s at the U.S.-Soviet Strategic
Arms Reduction Talks (START) and Nuclear and Space Arms Talks
(NST); and again on a ballistic missile commission in 1998 under
Donald Rumsfeld---a potential member himself and notorious silver
price suppressor from the Nixon Cost of Living Council, which acted

in a Fascist manner to cap domestically mined silver at $1.61 the
ounce!

Shea & Gardner was a D.C. law firm founded by two hacks from the
catastrophic Franklin Roosevelt administration. It later merged with
Boston based Goodwin Procter which is “the 38th wealthiest
American law firm.” It was founded in 1912 and Arthur Ballantine
played an early role with the firm; he was in The Pilgrims by 1957
and was undersecretary of the Treasury. In 1977-1979 Woolsey
was undersecretary of the Navy. Rhodes Scholars have been fed into
an extensive array of Federal posts for decades! Their outlook is
identical to that of The Pilgrims except in that they’re lower level. In
2009 Woolsey had money from a fund set up by billionaire Pilgrims
Society member Walter Annenberg at the Hoover Instutution on War,
Revolution and Peace at Stanford University. Annenberg of Triangle
Publications owned TV Guide and was Ambassador to England
(1969-1974) and a mentor of Ronald Reagan (Pilgrims Society outer
circle member). Back in 1972-1974 Woolsey was a Stanford
University trustee (The Pilgrims Society wanted a Rhodes Scholar in
that role) and it was also during the period he was a Washington
lawyer and general counsel to the Senate Armed Services
Committee.

As of 1989, Woolsey was a director of Coalition for a Democratic
Majority, a completely toxic globalist group against privacy and all
else we hold dear.
Woolsey was associated with the Project for the New American
Century, which evidently is supposed to mean America (The Pilgrims
Society) intends to attack, invade and occupy the entire world, other
than the members of the British Commonwealth! Let these Worthy
Gentlemen then, lead every “boots on the ground” charge!
James Woolsey was Director of the Central Intelligence Agency
(1993-1995) in the Clinton administration. For the sake of
precision in this profile we will repeat some concise details on
Woolsey we mention elsewhere in the profile on Pilgrims member
Richard Carlson. They are both directly associated in the FDD, the
Foundation for the Defense of Democracies, another warmongering
organization. Woolsey chairs the FDD and is an expert on the
intelligence community, Iran and energy security. Other areas he
addresses include Arab Spring, Somalia, missile defence, Yemen,
Saudi Arabia, the Gulf States, Iraq, Al Qaeda; ISIS isn’t mentioned
but we take no license in adding it.

Assorted panelists at an FDD meeting---

The FDD sponsors several projects including “The Long War Journal”
which is alleged to be “accurate reporting on the global war on
terror, the “Iran Project,” energy sanctions, the “Qualitative Military
Edge Project,” and the Center for Sanctions on Illicit Finance.
Woolsey was a Rhodes Scholar in 1963 and graduated from Yale Law
School in 1968. Obviously this FDD is another warmongering

Pilgrims Society front. The FDD obviously has offices in D.C. but
lists only P.O. Box 33249 as a physical address.
Woolsey is chairman of Woolsey Partners LLC which according to
Bloomberg is based in the U.S. Hardly any other info is available;
it’s a consultancy. He’s a venture partner with Lux Capital
Management. Woolsey chairs the Strategic Advisory Group to the
Washington D.C. based Paladin Capital Fund, a private equity fund,
and chairs the advisory board of the Opportunities Development
Group. Paladin Capital holds investments in 76 high growth field
companies. He remains associated in an “of Counsel” capacity to
the D.C. office of Boston based law firm, Goodwin Procter and
dispenses advice on alternative energy and security related matters.
This link shows Woolsey’s Wall Street Journal article from May 14,
2014, “How to Hit Putin Where it Hurts.” In summer 2007 Woolsey
provided content for the publication of the World Future Society, of
which Pilgrims Society member Glenn Seaborg who headed the silver
using Atomic Energy Commission was once a director. Elsewhere
we discover that Woolsey is former co-chairman of the Center for
Security Policy and is current co-chairman of the Committee on the
Present Danger (warmongers both!) Woolsey, probably arguing for
more warfare---

Lux Capital manages $700 million. It’s linked to
Goldman Sachs and Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
This one manages “Paladin Homeland Security
Fund with holdings in 22 companies selling to the Government---

The Opportunities Development Group at 901 New York Avenue
Northwest in D.C. appears to have no site. Most likely it’s another
entity angling to foment and profit from overseas war and capitalize
on the so-called “War on Terror” at home---

901 New York Avenue NW in D.C., above, is also where Woolsey has
an office with Goodwin Procter law firm.
From 2002 to 2008 Woolsey was an exec with Booz Allen &
Hamilton, founded in 1914 and now with 22,000 employees. Its
core business is the provision of management, technology and

security services, to civilian government agencies, as a security and
defense contractor to defense and intelligence agencies, and to civil
and commercial entities. Their scope of services includes strategic
planning, human capital and learning, communications, operational
improvement, information technology work, systems engineering,
organizational change efforts, computer modeling and simulation,
program management, assurance and resilience, and economic
business analysis. It is one of the oldest management consulting
firms in the world.”

BAH is involved with NASA Deep Space Mission, health networks and
much more.
Woolsey was on the President’s Commission on Federal Ethics Law
Reform (1989) which must have been a flurry of hypocrisy. During
1999-2000 Woolsey was a member of the National Commission on
Terrorism---he’s a Neocon globalist warmonger desirous of
reducing civil liberties and privacy here! During 1989-1993
Woolsey was a Smithsonian Institution regent in D.C. ---

In his scan he says he’s chairman of Freedom House. At their site I
find otherwise; it must be an outdated notation. It has offices in
D.C. and in New York at 120 Wall Street. This is another pathetic,
immoral warmongering group masquerading as patriots spreading
freedom. It’s headed by a plant from the extremely dangerous
Warburg (Pilgrims Society) interests!

Bloomberg has almost nothing on Woolsey Partners, which is
probably in D.C. to be closer to the Federal government. The site is
also unrevealing. It has to be about warmongering and profiting
from warmongering. At this URL
http://burgess.house.gov/uploadedfiles/james_woolsey we read he
is a “Senior Fellow at Yale University’s Jackson Institute of Global
Affairs. From July 2002 to March 2008 Mr. Woolsey was a Vice
President and officer of Booz Allen Hamilton, and then a Venture
Partner with Vantage Point Venture Partners of San Bruno, California,
until January 2011.” Vantage Point is connected to Du Pont (Silver
Users Association). Vantage Point has over $4 billion in
investments---

Seen at---

This House dot Gov site mentions Woolsey was also a diplomat to
the Nuclear & Space Arms Talks and much earlier while with the U.S.
Army, he was an adviser to the U.S. delegation to the Strategic Arms
limitations Talks (SALT I) in Helsinki, Finland and Vienna, Austria.
Woolsey is a member of the National Commission on Energy Policy.
He is also chairman of the advisory boards to the Clean Fuels
Foundation and the New Uses Council and a trustee of the Center
for Strategic & Budgetary Assessments. Clean Fuels Foundation
apparently has been name changed to Clean Fuels Development
Coalition.

The New Uses Council has to do with bio-based products including
ethanol and sorghum and appears connected to Pilgrims Society
agribusiness giants and the British based World Land Trust. The
Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments is connected to
militarism. It’s a D.C. based defense think tank founded in 1983. It
“thinks” about (researches/plans) war games, undersea warfare,
electromagnetic warfare, air warfare, military space systems, antiAmericanism and just about any other possible aspects---

His scanned info shows he’s vice chairman of the advisory board to
Global Options LLC, which sounds like derivatives. Bloomberg
describes it --“The company intends to acquire, through a merger, share
exchange, asset acquisition, plan of arrangement, recapitalization,
reorganization, or similar business combination. Previously, it
developed and implemented crisis management and emergency
response plans for disaster mitigation, as well as continuity of
operations and other emergency management issues for

governments, corporations, and individuals; and provided
investigative surveillance, anti-fraud solutions, and business
intelligence services to the insurance industry, law firms, and
multinational organizations. The company also delivered security
and investigative services to governments, corporations, and
individuals, as well as forensic DNA analysis and casework; and
provided risk management and business solutions to governments,
corporations, and individuals. Global Options Group, Inc. was
founded in 1998 and is headquartered in New York, New York.”
As a matter of course, Woolsey would have to be a trustee of the
D.C. based Center for Strategic and International Studies. Quite a
few Pilgrims members have been associated with this warfare think
tank since its founding in 1962---

CSIS owns its own $100 million building at 1616 Rhode Island
Avenue N.W. in D.C. ---

Trustees of CSIS include confirmed Pilgrims Society members Henry
Kissinger, Zbigniew Brzezinski, Felix Rohatyn and based on past
patterns and the nature of his position, Rex Tillerson, chairman of
Exxon Mobil, should definitely be a member. Woolsey says he’s
associated with the Jackson Institute of Global Affairs at Yale
University. Founded in 2010, it now has over 900 alumni, “salted”
around America, nagging state officials to give up our country and
submit to United Nations (“British”) control---

Woolsey is a former governor of the Philadelphia Stock Exchange.
Founded in 1790, it’s now part of NASDAQ---

His scan shows him a director of Information Systems laboratories.
As their site doesn’t show a board of directors, it cannot be
confirmed as current nor outdated. They state---“ISL is a
technology development corporation that performs expert research
and complex analysis, advanced hardware design and development,
software and systems engineering, and high-quality specialty
fabrication for Defense and Energy customers, world-wide. ISL
specializes in the areas of undersea warfare, surveillance,
reconnaissance, space exploration, energy independence and cyber
security.”

Similarly, Woolsey lists himself as a director of Linsang Partners in
Silver Spring, Maryland, near the Washington D.C. warmongering
complex that Woolsey is clearly a leading member of. The LP site

shows no board of directors either. It “creates global access to
information” meaning what? More information for the small folks?
More likely, more information on the small folks for those who
intend to rule over them. It says it “creates technology companies
that expand access to information.” Start-ups are being launched
and someone is making significant money on IPO’s, and the
companies being started meddle deeper into our lives. A species in
Indonesia, the linsang, is carnivorous. Woolsey’s 2014 info would
have been supplied by December 2013. As of then he was a
director of Fibersense Technology Corporation. In 2002 it was
acquired by Northrop Grumman, a major scale armaments
manufacturer (“defense contractor”) which would have Woolsey as a
director of a Northrop Grumman subsidiary---

At Northrop Grumman ($24 billion annual volume and 68,000
employees), retired Air Force General Richard B. Myers, former
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, is very likely as a Pilgrims
Society member. Incredibly, he’s simultaneously a director of
United Technologies with $65 billion annual revenues and 211,000
employees.
This guy Woolsey is just totally incredible. Next we see he listed
himself as a director of Invicta Networks which we read is “a

computer security company founded by Victor Sheymov, a former
KGB officer who was exfiltrated from Moscow and brought to the
United States in 1980. The company's products use a technology
that shifts IP addresses, which, the company claims, makes them
"impossible to hack."

Invicta is based in Reston, Virginia, a convenient site as it’s near the
D.C. warmongering complex and the Central Intelligence Agency
“Compound” in Langley, Virginia. Variable cyber coordinates is
the descriptive term for shifting IP addresses. Bloomberg says
it’s based in nearby Vienna, Virginia. Sheymov holds over 30
computer science patents. In his 2012 book “Cyberspace and
Security: A Fundamentally New Approach,” Sheymov doesn’t
mention The Pilgrims organization.

Diana LLC appears to show little info besides being mentioned
elsewhere without explanation. Woolsey being involved adds up to
it isn’t a bake sale or a lemonade stand. Agorics Incorporated offers
“corporate and computer security” and “professional services and
network security”---

Next Woolsey says he’s on the advisory board to BioDefense
Corporation of which we read (year not stated), “BioDefense Corp.,
the only company in the world to develop and deploy technology
that can neutralize and destroy a bio-hazardous substance while
maintaining the integrity of the tainted materials, today announced
it has partnered with General Lord Guthrie, former chief of the
British Defense Staff, to establish new security markets for the BioDefense Mail Defender in the United Kingdom. The BioDefense Mail
Defender system was developed to give organizations increased
control over a potentially uncontrollable situation -- the risk of biocontamination through the mail. This first-of-its kind system
decontaminates mail at the point of entry, protecting employees
from harm and organizations from the threats of an actual attack or
a disruptive hoax. The Mail Defender is currently deployed at the
United Nations, U.S. Department of Justice, U.S. Department of
Defense, Department of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms and several
embassies worldwide. The directors of BioDefense Corp. are
hosting an event today to celebrate the partnership between the
United States and the United Kingdom. General Lord Guthrie,
member of the House of Lords and new member of the BioDefense
advisory board, will speak at the company's new Boston world

headquarters about the challenges of and solutions to biological
threats.”

Elsewhere we profile General Lord Guthrie (Pilgrims Society).
Previous board memberships of Woolsey include Martin Marietta;
British Aerospace---Fairchild Industries---Titan Corporation--DynCorp---U.S. F & G; Sun Health Care Group; and Yurie Systems.
Martin Marietta merged with Lockheed in 1995 to form Lockheed
Martin---

This one underwent a name change to BAE Systems which employs
84,600---

Primarily in the automotive business, Fairchild is near Chicago---

Titan Corporation was acquired by L-3 Communications in 2005.
Titan was embroiled in scandals including abuse of military
prisoners; financing campaigns of African heads of state; and “Titan
had employed Makram Chams, a Lebanese national. Chams owned a
Kwik-Check convenience store in Venice, Florida, where the biggest
overseas money transfer to the 9/11 terrorists ($70,000 from the
UAE) was sent, according to the testimony of FBI agents during the
9/11 Commission hearings.” Was anything said during those
hearings about The Pilgrims Society; no, because the hearings and
proceedings were chaired by Tom Kean, a Pilgrims member we
profile elsewhere in this series. Bet on it---CIA spook Woolsey,
Pilgrims Society, was on the Titan board while the subversion was
occurring---

Founded in 1946, DynCorp is a privately owned military contractor
doing over $3 billion in business per annum with some 17,000
employees. “DynCorp International currently employs 300

intelligence professionals to offer highly specialized training for
intelligence, counterintelligence, special operations and law
enforcement personnel” ---

The United States Fidelity & Guaranty Corporation, founded in 1896,
merged in 1998 with The Saint Paul Companies in a $2.8 billion
deal---

This one left the scene by merger---

Yurie Systems (communications) was acquired in 1998 by Lucent
Technologies for $1 billion. In the 2002 book, “Making the
Nation Safer: The Role of Science and Technology in Countering
Terrorism,” page 387 states he was as of then a director of BC
International Corporation and a trustee of the Aerospace
Corporation.
BC has to do with ethanol and the Aerospace Corporation is
federally funded. Founded in California in 1960, it has 3,700
employees

Woolsey is a CFR member and a Presbyterian, the second largest
Protestant denomination in the largely Protestant composed Pilgrims
Society. Woolsey’s New York office is at 295 Madison Avenue in the
Lefcourt Colonial Building (named after the architect who designed
it) ---

Woolsey was a speaker for Benador Associates, a bureau formed
after the 911 attacks to propagandize for attacking Middle Eastern
nations.
Speaking to a group of college students on 2 April, 2003, former
CIA Director Woolsey revealed, "...the United States is engaged in
World War IV, and that it could continue for years." Woolsey
described the Cold War as the third world war. He then said "This
fourth world war, I think, will last considerably longer than either
World Wars I or II did.”
Woolsey is also an advisor to the Washington Institute for Near East
Policy, founded in D.C. in 1985 to agitate for more warfare. Its
board of advisers includes Pilgrims Henry Kissinger, George P.

Shultz and outer circle member (borderline flunky) Condoleeza
Rice---

Woolsey has spoken to the American Security Project. It’s name is
suggestive of dangerous stinging caterpillars. Founded in 2007 in
D.C., it has several potential Pilgrims members on its board---

Woolsey as you see is yet another busy workhorse for the inner
circle of The Pilgrims organization, with not only a full plate but a

full platter. However, we can’t wrap up his profile before reviewing
what his wife is into, as she’s an extension of his activities. She’s a
CFR member and according to Bloomberg she has a PhD degree in
social and clinical psychology from Harvard University. That means
she can and will slap the “mental illness” label on everyone opposing
globalism and more avoidable warfare! Previous positions she held
include--- “Prior to 1993, Dr. Woolsey served as an Executive
Director of the Commission on Behavioral and Social Sciences and
Education at the National Academy of Sciences/National Research
Council.” That’s bizarre, since behaviorism is hardly science; more
like, “witch-hunting,” slapping labels on everyone you dislike!

The National Research Council, founded in 1916 with the backing of
Pilgrims puppet Woodrow Wilson, “produces reports that shape
policies, inform public opinion, and advance the pursuit of science,
engineering, and medicine.” More like, it propagandizes public
opinion. The National Academy of Sciences dates to 1863 and the
Lincoln administration; it’s fully in the grasp of globalists. It has
some 6,300 scientists, researchers, engineers and doctors as
members, and several locations; research also takes place
elsewhere. These are discoveries, patents and inventions going for
warmongering, tightening control of medical tyranny over the
public, and more income for largely out of sight Pilgrims Society

members. In 1993 to 2001, Woolsey’s wife was chief operating
officer of the NRC and the NAS both---

Her earliest credit is that “from 1980 to 1989, she served as
Consulting Partner of Coopers and Lybrand, where she developed
and directed its consulting practice with healthcare institutions,
research organizations, major research universities and corporate
general counsels. She served as a Founding Partner at the Upstreet
Partners LLC from 2000 to 2001.” Upstreet Partners is in Pittsburgh
and may be a real estate operation. Coopers & Lybrand merged
with Price Waterhouse in 1998. As of 2014, this accounting
colossus had 195,400 employees---

“Suzanne H. Woolsey serves as the Chief Executive Officer of
Woolsey Partners LLC. Dr. Woolsey has been Managing General

Partner at Invesco Exchange Fund since 2003. She serves as the
Chairperson of Colorado College. She has been Trustee of Institute
for Defense Analyses Inc since 2000 and chairman at Institute for
Defense Analyses Inc since March 2010. She has been a Director of
Changing World Technologies, Inc., since July 2008. She has been
an independent trustee of various funds in Invesco fund complex
since 2006. Dr. Woolsey serves as a trustee at German Marshall
Fund of the United States. She serves as a Director at Morgan
Stanley Institutional Fund, Inc. - Opportunity Portfolio. She serves
for Paladin Capital Group/Paladin Homeland Security Fund. She
serves as Trustee/ Director of various portfolios in the fund
complex of Invesco funds. She serves as Trustee/ Director of various
portfolios in the fund complex of Van Kampen Funds. She has been
Independent Trustee for Invesco Trust for Investment Grade New
York Municipals, Invesco Van Kampen Senior Income Trust, Invesco
Municipal Trust, Invesco Pennsylvania Value Municipal Income Trust
and Invesco Municipal Opportunity Trust since 2003. She has been a
trustee for Invesco Van Kampen Trust for Investment Grade
Municipals since 2003 and various funds in the Invesco funds. She
has been a Trustee at Van Kampen International Growth Fund since
2005 and serves as its various funds of AIM funds. She served as a
Director of Fluor Corporation from February 3, 2004 to April 29,
2014. She served as a Director of Intelligent Medical Devices Inc.
She served as a director of Neurogen Corp., from January 1998 to
June 9, 2006. She served as a Director of Van Kampen Series Fund,
Inc. - Van Kampen Global Value Equity Fund since 1999. Dr.

Woolsey served as a director of Rocky Mountain Institute. She serves
as a Member of Advisory Board at Medida Metrics, Inc. She served as
Editorial Writer for the Washington Post; Associate Director of
Human Resources of Veterans & Labor for the Office of Management
& Budget and Research Program Director of the Urban Institute.”

Suzanne Woolsey is still an Invesco Exchange Fund exec. It
manages $70 million. She’s involved with other Invesco and Van
Kampen operations tallying into ten figures. The symbol of the
mountain they use is that of Nepalese peak Ama Dablam, 22,500
feet and an extremely dangerous climb---

Woolsey is a trustee of German Marshall Fund (founded 1972),
named after Pilgrims Society member, General George C. Marshall,
who became Secretary of State. It’s role besides think tank is clearly

to subvert German leaders into obedience to the Anglo-American
world plan---

Colorado College (founded 1874) at Colorado Springs has a $680
million endowment---

Suzanne Woolsey is a former director of Rocky Mountain Institute
(founded 1982) in Snowmass, Colorado. It pokes its nose into such
areas as energy, sustainability, solar and biofuels, and we must
assume, managing the destinies of the small folks (“Crown serfs”).
Its annual budget has grown to $13 million, which is substantially
more than all the leading silver miners earned in 2014. The RMI has
recently formed an alliance with the “CARBON WAR ROOM” which
was founded by Sir Richard Branson of Virgin Atlantic Airlines, a
probable Pilgrims Society member in London---

Suzanne Woolsey is a top official of the Institute for Defense
Analyses (war profiteers), with which hubby is also deeply
associated. It was founded in 1956 during the Eisenhower
administration (Pilgrims Society). Here’s Suzanne Woolsey with
Admirals, Generals and others at IDA---

Changing World Technologies is a private company founded in 1997
that makes diesel and biofuels from organic and agricultural
waste---

Woolsey is a former Fluor Corporation director; it today has over
40,000 employees. It’s a multinational engineering and
construction firm and a “defense” contractor having to do with
missile technology. We discussed Fluor in the profile on Lord Robin
Renwick, Pilgrims London. Intelligent Medical Devices holds
multiple patents, domestic and foreign---

Neurogen merged in 2009 with “Ligand” which has alliances with the
world’s biggest Pharma companies. The term “Ligand” refers to
tying something together---

Medida Metrics in McLean, Virginia (near CIA HQ) is a “healthcare
performance solutions company.” Woolsey has contributed some
editorials to the Washington Post. Want to become ill? Look them
and read one, then call in sick---

Her position within the Office of Management & Budget appears past
tense---

The Urban Institute was founded in 1968 by Pilgrims Society
member President Lyndon Johnson and has at all times remained a
Pilgrims Society operation ever since. It’s another think tank, in this

case, about managing large cities, apparently in the gradual
transition back under British Royal family rule over America, planned
to become publicly known once their control becomes impossible to
counter---

She supported John McCain for President in 2008. McCain’s father,
an Admiral, was in the 1969 roster. She was also a trustee of the
Council for Excellence in Government---Excellence in whose terms?
Pilgrims Society member John W. Gardner, once Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare Department, authored a lousy book entitled
“Excellence” in which he starts off by asking, “Can we be equal and
excellent too?” No, equality as in superiority is for Pilgrims Society
members and “excellence” is for the rest of us, meaning neofeudalistic serfdom. In 2009 the Council for Excellence in
Government merged into another shill group called the Partnership
for Public Service. John W. Gardner was a Rockefeller Brothers Fund
trustee in 1968-1977 (Who’s Who in America, 1978-1979, page
1158) ---

Lastly, Suzanne Woolsey is a former trustee of California Institute of
Technology (CALTECH) ---

The Woolseys may be called a “power couple”---PILGRIMS SOCIETY

POWER.

4) Major General John Kirk Singlaub (1921---; Pilgrims Society as of
undetermined) is ID’d as a member by 2001 as a trustee of The
Pilgrims Foundation; however, very likely well before then.
Strangely, I don’t locate him in recent Who’s Who volumes. People
are free to decline being listed. Here’s his info from the 1978-1979
Who’s Who, page 2997---

Singlaub is a founding member of the Central Intelligence Agency
though certainly not at that time in any lead role. He served in
World War II, Korea and Vietnam. “During times of crisis, and a host
of modern wars, Singlaub served as a leading figure in U.S. national
security and defense matters under Democratic and Republican U.S.
Presidents, from Franklin Roosevelt, Harry Truman, John F. Kennedy
and Lyndon Johnson to Dwight D. Eisenhower and Richard Nixon.”
Singlaub was “in the center of almost every controversial military

action since World War II." Active for 40 years in overt and covert
operations, he had private and secret interviews with many military
and government leaders worldwide. He personally knew William
Casey, Director of Central Intelligence during the Reagan
Administration, as well as Oliver North, and was involved in the
Iran–Contra affair. Singlaub was President Reagan's administrative
chief liaison in the so-called 'private' Contra supply effort.”
In another profile in this series, we detail how Casey’s daughter,
Bernadette Casey Smith, also surfaced as a trustee of The Pilgrims
Foundation as of 2001. In addition to the United States, Singlaub
holds decorations from England, France, Taiwan, South Korea,
Vietnam and the Netherlands. Here’s Singlaub in 2013 at a
Washington, D.C. event---the OSS William Donovan Award Dinner
(Office of Strategic Services, forerunner of the Central Intelligence
Agency) ---

http://www.osssociety.org/

Out of over 30 recipients of the William J. Donovan Award of the OSS
Society, I spotted eleven Pilgrims Society members; without
checking the lists. OSS Society is based in Falls Church, Virginia,
which is a mere 15 minutes driving time from Langley, Virginia,
where CIA headquarters is located. How convenient! I find nothing
of note on Singlaub’s parents. He and his wife were mentioned in
connection with his aunt, Mrs. Willis M. Brooks, in the Torrance
California Herald, January 28, 1945, page 2. It mentioned Singlaub
had just returned from England where he acquired a Chinese teapot
from circa 1770-1780 (which may have been silver and may have
come from the opium business---or maybe not). The teapot also
may have been ceramic. Where Pilgrims Society activities are
concerned, suspicion must be maintained at maximum output.
Here was Singlaub in an earlier photo, somewhat resembling the
Dallas pipsqueak Ross Perot; (it may be these fellows just never
needed to shave) ---

In Singlaub’s 1992 book, “Hazardous Duty,” The Pilgrims
organization is not mentioned. The Southern Center for
International Studies, founded in 1962, is a typical globalist front.
Here they show Dean Rusk and Henry Kissinger, both Pilgrims
Society members and former Secretaries of State---

As of 1978 (or earlier) Singlaub was public about being a CFR
member. I was jolted to see that he was involved with former
Georgia Congressman Larry McDonald in founding the Western
Goals Foundation in 1979. McDonald had been outspoken against
the Rockefellers, and had to have known that they were leaders in
the CFR; I’d also assume McDonald should have known that
Singlaub was a member. Such matters always have several potential
explanations. I’d say Singlaub was posing as McDonald’s type of
patriot when his associations screamed to the contrary. McDonald
died on September 1, 1983 when a Russian fighter shot down the
Korean airliner he was on, over Sakhalin Island. McDonald was one
of several dozen American representatives or delegates going to
attend a monetary and trade conference in South Korea. At the
proverbial last minute, it was arranged for him to be the only
delegate on the Korean flight while the others arrived safely. Who
arranged for his transition to a separate flight? George P. Shultz,
Pilgrims Society member, was Secretary of State at that time and the

American conference delegates were all under State Department
supervision! Shultz had earlier been Treasury Secretary (19721974) and a precious metals price adversary! McDonald was
outspoken in Congress about gun rights, states rights, returning to
the gold standard, and opposition to disposals from the U.S. silver
stockpile. In that last effort he partnered with Idaho Congressman
Steve Symms. Symms backers included the Dallas Hunt brothers,
and he also held silver investments. Apparently The Pilgrims Society
wrecks its hard money adversaries on the exchanges---or in the
sky.
The Spokane Washington Daily Chronicle, September 1980, page 4,
had a letter from a Judy Sagerquist in Kellogg, Idaho --“I find it hard to believe that people living and working in the Silver
Valley could criticize Steve Symms for investing in silver or
preventing the Carter Administration from selling the Strategic Silver
Stockpile. Steve Symms fight against this ridiculous sale should be
applauded. Had it taken place, we too would be feeling the
pressure of the economic recession that the rest of the country is
presently feeling; and as long as our leaders are willing to invest in
Idaho, we will continue to have a prosperous community. I
appreciate what Steve Symms has done and will show my
appreciation on election day.”
As to the WG Foundation involving Symms Capitol Hill colleague
McDonald and General Singlaub---

“The Western Goals Foundation was a private domestic intelligence
agency which was founded by former Congressman Larry McDonald
in 1979. (8) Prior to its dissolution, it was a non-membership,
nonpartisan organization which conducted educational outreach in
addition to its intelligence activities. According to Western Goals,
the group's objective was to "rebuild and strengthen the political,
economic, and social structure of the U.S. and Western Civilization
so as to make any merger with the totalitarian world impossible."
Singlaub is the type of “patriot” I counsel everyone to beware of.
You can’t be in with the devil, and not be his own kind. An
associate of Singlaub, Francis L. Kellogg (1917-2006; Pilgrims
Society as of unknown) --- was also a trustee of The Pilgrims
Foundation as of 2001. He married the granddaughter of John
Wanamaker who was United States Postmaster General (1889-1893)
and a wealthy merchant whose descendants achieved a marriage
link to the insanely wealthy Vanderbilts, inner circle Pilgrims Society
dynasty. Kellogg’s second marriage was to an Iranian, Mercedes
Tavakoli, who later married Fort Worth Texas billionaire Sid Bass, a
highly likely Pilgrims Society member and later divorced. Kellog
served as special assistant to Secretaries of State William P. Rogers
(Pilgrims Society) and Henry Kissinger (Pilgrims Society) in the early
to mid-1970s. Kellogg was also on the staff of the Central
Intelligence Agency.

5) John J. Devine (Pilgrims Society as of undetermined; trustee of
The Pilgrims Foundation as of 2001; probably a member by the
early 1980s) is a member of The Pilgrims important sub-group, the
Council on Foreign Relations (shows Jack Devine and two others by
this last name). He ordinarily goes by Jack as also seen here; it’s the
same man. I’m not finding this one in Who’s Who volumes.
However, we will develop a profile on him. Firstly, the 1980 Pilgrims
New York roster listed C. Robert Devine. He wasn’t the father of J.J.
Devine, but may have been related. C.R. Devine was an official of
Reader’s Digest Association and in addition to being chairman of
the International Advertising Association, he was also a trustee of
American University in Cairo and American Hospital in Istanbul
(Turkey) and a director of International Executives Association. He
also was president of the International Periodical Press Federation
and co-chairman of the New York Chamber of Commerce &
Industry---page 861, Who’s Who in America, 1980-1981). He held
multiple positions in the Magazine Publishers Association. Now we
resume with “profile subject” John J. Devine, who unfortunately we
can’t place under a microscope, but will do the next best thing!
We’ll review his biography. He’s a member of the Royal Victorian
Order and Order of the British Empire---both well interlocked with
the superior Pilgrims Society.

http://thearkingroup.com/leadership/partners/jack-devine/ yes,
also goes by “Jack”---info from link------

“Jack Devine is a founding partner and President of The Arkin Group
LLC, which specializes in international crisis management, strategic
intelligence, investigative research and business problem solving.
He is a 32-year veteran of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). Mr.
Devine served as both Acting Director and Associate Director of
CIA’s operations outside the United States from 1993-1995, where
he had supervisory authority over thousands of CIA employees
involved in sensitive missions throughout the world. In addition, he
served as Chief of the Latin American Division from 1992-1993 and
was the principal manager of the CIA’s sensitive projects in Latin
America. Between 1990 and 1992, Mr. Devine headed the CIA’s
Counternarcotics Center, which was responsible for coordinating
and building close cooperation between all major U.S. and foreign
law enforcement agencies in tracking worldwide narcotics and crime
organizations. From 1985-1987, Mr. Devine headed the CIA’s
Afghan Task Force, which successfully countered Soviet aggression
in the region. In 1987, he was awarded the CIA’s Meritorious Officer
Award for this accomplishment. During his more than 30 years with
the CIA, Mr. Devine was involved in organizing, planning and
executing countless sensitive projects in virtually all areas of
intelligence, including analysis, operations, technology and
management.”

More on Devine from the Arkin Group--“He is the recipient of the Agency’s Distinguished Intelligence Medal
and several meritorious awards. He is a recognized expert in
Intelligence matters and has written Op-Ed articles for The
Washington Post, The Wall Street Journal, The Financial Times,
Foreign Affairs Magazine, The World Policy Journal and Politico. He
has also made guest appearances on National Press Club, CNN, CBS,
NBC, MSNBC, Fox News, CSPAN as well as the History and Discovery
channels, PBS, NPR and ABC Radio. Mr. Devine resides in New York
City and is a member of the Council on Foreign Relations. He speaks

Spanish and Italian. Mr. Devine’s book, “Good Hunting! A
Spymaster’s Story” was published in June 2014. It focuses on his
Agency career and the role of Covert Action in the past and the
future. He is represented by Leading Authorities for all speaking
engagements. Book orders are handled by his Publishing Company,
Farrar, Straus and Giroux.”

The following comes from Bloomberg on J.J. Devine--Devine has written articles for the Miami Herald newspaper. “From
1995 to 1998, Mr. Devine was the senior CIA representative in Great
Britain at the U.S. Embassy in London. His international experience
with the US government included postings to the United Kingdom,
Italy, Argentina, Venezuela, The Dominican Republic, Mexico and
Chile. Mr. Devine served as a Director of Global Defense

Technology & Systems, Inc. since March 2007 to April 4, 2011. He
is also on the Board of Advisors at Claremont Graduate University's
School of Politics and Economics.”

Global has since been renamed Sotera Defense Systems which says
it’s a mid-tier national security technology company that delivers
innovative systems, solutions and services in support of the critical
missions of the Intelligence Community, Department of Defense,
Department of Homeland Security and federal law enforcement
agencies charged with ensuring the safety and security of our
nation.”
He serves as Chairman of GLOBAL Integrated Security US at Global
Strategies Group.

This sounds almost the same as the previous

company, but it’s a different one.
London.

GSG says---

This one is headquartered in

“The definition of National Security is evolving. Many countries are
transitioning from physical defence of the homeland provided by
Government to a broader framework that includes critical business
sectors. Major international commercial organisations involved in
Finance, Energy and Power, Air and Sea Port operation and in the
Supply Chain are working ever closer with Government to identify
complex threats that demand increasingly sophisticated solutions,
frequently with information security at their core. Positioned at the
nexus of Government and Business, we have long experience and a
profound understanding of the current and emerging threats to
National Security. We deploy financial and intellectual capital and
utilize our considerable operational expertise to develop capabilities
in the design, integration and application of specialist technology,
software and systems. Through this, we help secure the information
domain, support defence and intelligence operations and ensure the
resilience of critical infrastructure.”

http://thearkingroup.com/ provides professional services in the
areas of “Business intelligence; investigations and forensics;
strategic crisis consulting; political risk analysis; security and
preparedness; emergency response systems; disaster recovery;
cyber crime; disease outbreaks; local unrest; natural disasters and
terrorism.”

“The Arkin Group was founded in May 2000 by New York lawyer
Stanley Arkin and Jack Devine, former chief of worldwide operations
for the Central Intelligence Agency, The Arkin Group’s mission is to
help clients around the globe maximize their performance and
achieve their strategic objectives through human intelligence,
analysis and problem solving. Unlike other firms limited to
investigative research, The Arkin Group treats the collection and
analysis of information as the first in a series of steps developed to
achieve an objective, such as facilitating a company’s entry into an
overseas market, reviewing the bona-fides of potential business
partners, or assessing and remedying a company’s vulnerability to
terrorism.”
Arkin is a CFR member and my opinion is he rises no higher.

Devine’s 2014 book “Good Hunting: An American Spymaster's Story”
has the “Look Inside” feature, which shows no findings for
“Pilgrims” or “Pilgrim” anything, as expected!

Devine brought Stinger missiles into Afghanistan---

Devine of the Central Intelligence Agency was in Chile when the
overthrow of Socialist President Salvador Allende transpired in 1973.
We read--“As president, Allende adopted a policy of nationalization of
industries and collectivization; due to these and other factors,
increasingly strained relations between him and the legislative and
judicial branches of the Chilean government – who did not share his
enthusiasm for socialization – culminated in a declaration of a
"constitutional breakdown" by the congress. A centre-right majority
including the Christian Democrats, whose support had enabled
Allende's election, denounced his rule as unconstitutional and called
for his overthrow by force. On 11 September 1973 the military
moved to oust Allende in a coup d'état sponsored by the United
States Central Intelligence Agency. As troops surrounded La
Moneda Palace, Allende gave his last speech vowing not to resign.
He died later that day in uncertain and controversial circumstances.”

Pilgrims Society allied interests, most likely in copper mining, didn’t
appreciate the nationalization. Byproduct silver and gold had to
continue flowing out of Chile for The Pilgrims Society to keep
managing prices. Devine has nothing to say in this or this interview,
and evidently nowhere else either. The Carnegie Council, an
offshoot of the Pilgrims Society administered Carnegie group of
pro-British foundations, also makes no mention of Mister Devine’s
Pilgrims Society activities.

6) Bernadette Casey Smith I don’t locate in my Who’s Who library.
She is however seen on page 8 at this Guide Star document showing
her a trustee of The Pilgrims Foundation. Could a person be a
trustee of TPF and not be a member of The Pilgrims? No; it’s too
unlikely. I doubt however that the percent of women in the group
has gone past 5%. Her father William J. Casey was director (19811987) of the Central Intelligence Agency. As he wasn’t in The
Pilgrims roster by 1980, I doubt he made it. Before anyone comes
back to say Casey was a member of the (Catholic) Knights of Malta,
we can say so here. There is a bit of overlap of The Pilgrims and
their circles with Papal allied personalities. I’d say both empires
want intelligence on each other. However, though not of as long
standing, the British, having achieved world supremacy as of the fall
of the Spanish Armada in 1588, and reinforced in 1694 with the
creation of the Bank of England, have maintained a clear advantage
in power. William Casey was undersecretary of state in 1973-1974,

serving under Pilgrims Society member Henry Kissinger---not a
Catholic; they remain a distinct minority in both Pilgrims branches.
My conclusion is that were their ultimate loyalty not to the Royal
family, they wouldn’t be Pilgrims members, as membership in this
group overrules any ties to all other groups where necessary.

At the site of the Institute of World Politics (founded in 1990) in
Washington D.C. at 1521 16th Street, NW we read--“Through their generous and longtime support, Owen and
Bernadette Smith have made a difference in the lives of many of the
students at The Institute of World Politics. Owen Smith, currently
the Chairman of IWP's Board of Trustees, has a rich background in
local government and taxation. After attaining a law degree from St.
John's School of Law, and practicing for 29 years, Mr. Smith spent
seven years as Deputy County Executive of Nassau County, New
York. He has also served as Chairman of the New York State Board
of Elections and of the Nassau County Planning Board. Mr. Smith
has been a longtime professor of law, economics, and government
at the C.W. Post Campus of Long Island University, and is currently

Professor Emeritus. He now owns and runs his family's business,
The Milleridge Inn - "One of America's Famous Old Inns" - and the
George Washington Manor in Long Island. Bernadette Casey Smith's
theatrical talents have enabled her to be involved in soap operas,
television commercials, and professional theater. She also serves or
has served on the boards of directors of several organizations,
including the Irish Educational Development Foundation, The Henry
Viscardi School at the National Center for Disability Services, the
Veterans of the Office of Strategic Services, The William J. Donovan
Foundation, and the National Historical Intelligence Museum. The
daughter of the late William J. Casey, former Director of Central
Intelligence, Mrs. Smith is also the Chairman of the William and
Sophia Casey Foundation.”

Is Owen Smith a Pilgrims member? Perhaps; she seems to have
been inducted due to her father’s position in the intelligence
community, and to achieve the group’s nominal quota for women
members therefore; she should be accounted an outer circle
member only. Nassau County New York is at the southwestern
terminus of Long Island, an Episcopalian/Pilgrims Society saturated
fiefdom. The Senate Committee on Intelligence document on the
National Historical Intelligence Museum created a document you can

view here. As for Owen Smith’s involvement with George
Washington Manor on Long Island, British sympathizers have
worked their wiles taking over the residences and other buildings
and possessions of our patriotic forefathers, including the Thomas
Jefferson Foundation.
In 2010, Bernadette Casey Smith sold her father’s Florida mansion
for $6.8 million; possibly the proceeds went into highly lucrative
silver shorts. Whereas the most valuable possession of most people
is their home, with elitists this is usually not the case; their homes
are a minor sliver of their net worth. Also in 2010 the New York
State Senate honored Bernadette Casey Smith on the occasion of her
designation for special recognition by Tomorrow’s Hope
Foundation.
In “Daughter---CIA’s Casey Told the Truth” that appeared in the
Orlando Florida Sentinel, she covered for poppa’s links to the IranContra arms scandal, in which arms were sold by Pilgrims Society
corporations to Iran and some of the proceeds disbursed to
“Contras” in Nicaragua. A book published in 2005, “China---The
Gathering Threat” (page 516) had input from both Owen and
Bernadette Casey Smith and the Shelby Cullom Davis Foundation.
Shelby Cullom Davis (1909-1994) started with $50,000 and blew it
up to $900 million (after taxes). His New York Stock Exchange seat,
bought for $33,000, was worth $830,000 at his demise. Davis was
Ambassador to Switzerland (1969-1975); he was an officer of the
Huguenot Society of America (French Protestants battling the Papacy

centuries ago) and lived in Hobe Sound, Florida, where various other
Pilgrims Society members maintain residences. Davis donated $26
million to the Heritage Foundation, a globalist group masquerading
as patriotic Americans.

7) Lord Peter Inge (1935---; president, The Pilgrims Society of
Great Britain), the Right Honourable Field Marshall Baron Inge, Order
of the Garter (2002---founded in 1348 AD); Commander of the
British Empire (1987), chaired Aegis Defense Services until 2010.
Inge has served as an adviser to Hakluyt, called a “corporate spying
firm.” This article from 2010 on Aegis Defense Systems reported
Aegis moving its HQ from London to Basel, Switzerland---where the
Bank for International Settlements (BIS) is located. The article stated
that Aegis had only seven owners---with Lord Inge being among
them. We read--“Founded in 2002, Aegis was awarded one of the biggest U.S.
security contracts in Iraq -- valued at more than $430 million. In
2005, some Aegis employees posted videos on the Internet showing
company guards firing automatic weapons at civilians from the back
of a moving security vehicle. Aegis claimed the shootings were
legal and within rules established by the now-defunct Coalition
Provisional Authority. U.S. Army auditors, in their own investigation,
agreed with Aegis.”
Sure---when Pilgrims Society members are involved, nothing can be
defined as a war crime! Look at how dignified Lord Inge is

(below)---his costume guarantees it! From 1956 to 1997 he had a
career in the British military including commander of the NATO
Northern Army Group. On retirement he immediately became
associated with BAe Systems of which we read--“BAE Systems plc is a global arms company, with interests also in
civilian avionics and engineering. Its subsidiaries are also involved in
providing intelligence, personnel and logistics support to US/UK
military. BAE Systems aims to be "the premier global defence and
aerospace company delivering a full range of products and services
for air, land and naval forces. The company has interests in areas
spanning the range of avionics and defence systems, from hardware
manufacture to personnel training. Primarily, however, BAE is an
arms company, with military equipment currently accounting for
around 80% of the company's total sales.”
At the BAe (correct spelling) site we note 84,600 employees and
operations in the U.K., U.S.A., Australia, India and Saudi Arabia.
Their slogan of themselves is “The systems company innovating for
a safer world.” Safer by whose definition? Barclay’s Bank appears to
be its primary bank---no surprise. Among many other products
and services, they offer---electromagnetic railguns (yes---as seen
in Arnold Schwarzenegger’s movie “Eraser”); laser guided rockets;
“Broadsword Warfighter” technology; amphibious vehicles; naval and
ocean going vessel repair; all purpose armored vehicles; “Silver
Bullet” guidance systems; “Hammer” precision targeting systems;
propellant manufacturing (ammunition); sensors; thermal cameras;

lightweight body armor; electronic warfare; radar countermeasures;
computer cryptographics; surveillance imaging; oil and gas security;
a “COMMEX” (yes!) communications system; naval guns; and many
other high tech modern warfare goodies!
Lord Inge as of late appears to have exited the BAe board. Sir Roger
Carr is chairman; he was a director of the Bank of England,
Cadbury’s and Chubbs and associated with other British
interests---he is almost certainly a Pilgrims Society member.

Here he is on You Tube, advocating warfare.
“Pre-Emptive Nuclear Strike a Key Option, NATO Told” has Inge
advocating nuclear strikes!

Inge is a member of the council of the International Institute for
Strategic Studies in London (warmongers!)

The Hakluyt symbol suggests medievalism and dungeons---

“Hakluyt & Company is a British strategic intelligence and advisory
firm, and since 2011 has been a trading name of the renamed
company Holdingham Group Limited. Pelorus Research is another
trading activity of Holdingham Group, started in 2011, providing
research to investment managers. The company was founded in
1995 by Christopher James and Mike Reynolds. James retired in
mid-2006, and was replaced as managing director by Keith Craig.
Hakluyt is headquartered in London and has subsidiary offices in

Singapore and New York. Hakluyt avoids publicity, but is regarded
as having a reputation for discretion and effectiveness among its
client base. Hakluyt was founded by former officials of the British
Secret Intelligence Service.”

Hakluyt is interlocked with Pilgrims Society interests---The Prince’s
Trust; JP Morgan International Advisory Council; BHP Billiton and
Unilever among others. Richard Hakluyt (1553-1616) was an
English subject who promoted colonization in North America and
was involved with the royal chartering of the Virginia Company.
Inge is an advisor to the King and Government of Bahrain. Inge is
listed as a member of the advisory board to ICx Technologies which
says of itself --"Our sensors detect and identify chemical, biological, radiological
and explosive materials. Our surveillance products discern people
and objects invisible to human senses and conventional cameras.
Our software and systems connect, command, and control these
security devices."

John H. Dalton, Secretary of the Navy (1993-1998) and Ehud Barak,
Prime Minister of Israel (1999-2001) and Rodney Slater, U.S.
Secretary of Transportation (1997-2001) were also directors of this
company, which in 2006 reported 700 employees and $57 million in
revenues. It appears to have merged into another corporation. Inge
has served as a commissioner of the Royal Hospital and vice
chairman of the Historic Royal Palaces (Ian Barlow we saw above also
active in the HRP Trust). He’s been a consultant to Investcorp and
Vickers (armaments)! Marlborough College has had Inge as a
member of its council. He is or was a member of the board of St.
George’s House at Windsor Castle. His connections are detailed;
this will suffice.
********************
8) Michael Cecil Boyce, Lord Boyce, Admiral Boyce, Baron Boyce of
Pimlico of The City of Westminster London, born in Cape Town
South Africa in 1943; current president of The Pilgrims Society of
Great Britain in London; member, British House of Lords; Order of
the Bath; Order of the Garter; Order of the British Empire; Knight of
Justice of the Order of St. John of Jerusalem; Constable of Dover
Castle; Commander, U.S. Legion of Merit (1999); U.S. Bronze Oak
Leaf (2003); Freeman of The City of London; member, Anglican
Church of England; was with the Royal Navy (1961-2003) and
retired as chief of the British Defense Staff and Aid De Camp to the
British Sovereign and First Sea Lord of the Admiralty. His naval
commands included the HMS Superb and the HMS Brilliant. Both

branches of The Pilgrims Society have always had top brass and
diplomats on their executive committee and as vice presidents and
other officials. Boyce in 2013 received an honorary Doctor of Civil
Law degree from the University of Kent, of which his fellow Pilgrims
member Robert Worcester is chancellor. This Pilgrims organization
is the grand daddy of all good old boy networks as it straddles the
globe like nothing else. Yes, the BRIC countries are becoming a
challenge to this Anglo-American dominance, which unfortunately
signifies that these warmongers among us will again start filling
rivers with blood! There are reasons why they have the military and
the military industrial complex so thoroughly controlled. Do you
know how fast this operator would have sailed to the Colonies to
put down the American Revolution if he’d been on hand at the time?
The leadership in England is our adversary---not our friends. The
Pilgrims organization is their way of sending tentacles with which to
seize us and tendrils of influence that function unknown to the
public by which our freedoms are being weakened.

At the site of the Honourable Society of the Middle Temple we
read--“Lord Boyce is a cross bench member of the House of Lords. He was
appointed a deputy lieutenant of greater London in 2003. In 2004
he was appointed Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports, to succeed the
late Queen Elizabeth, the Queen mother.”
Look at the British clinging to medievalism, royalty, nobility and
titles. At this site we read “Boyce was a board member of VT Group
and WS Atkins and is chairman of the D Group advisory board.” VT
Group is involved in engineering, logistics, military contracting
industries, nuclear power and information technology.

VT stands

for Vosper Thorneycroft, a former large player in the shipbuilding
industry.

This is a privately held company in the U.S.A., and is

somewhere in the billions.

Atkins is a multinational with around 17,500 employees having
completed projects in 150 countries in oil and gas, engineering
consulting, project management and other areas. Here’s one of
their projects, the Burj Al Arab Hotel in the UAE, United Arab
Emirates, which bills itself as “the most luxurious hotel in the world”
and is called “the world’s only 7 Star hotel” ---

At the D Group site we read--“The D Group is a business development network which extends the
reach and success of Companies, Institutions and their leadership
teams. Together its members employ over 1 million people in the
U.K. and over 6 million globally. We are headquartered in London
and present in over 25 countries.”

Boyce is patron of the Submariners Association, Dover College and
Dover War Memorial Project. He is president of the Royal Navy
Submarine Museum and a trustee of the Naval and Military Club.
The Naval and Military Club, founded in London in 1862, has inner
circle Pilgrims Society member Prince Philip as its president. Boyce
is an “Elder Brother” at Trinity House, tracing to a Royal charter
granted in 1514 by King Henry VIII. Trinity House is formally known
as “The Corporation of Trinity House of Deptford Strond” (correct
spelling) and “it is the official General Lighthouse Authority for
England, Wales, the Channel Islands and Gibraltar, responsible for
the provision and maintenance of navigational aids, such as
lighthouses, light vessels, buoys, and maritime radio/satellite
communication systems. Trinity House is also an official deep sea
pilotage authority, providing expert navigators for ships trading in
Northern European waters. It is also a maritime charity, dispersing
funds for the welfare of retired seamen, the training of young cadets
and the promotion of safety at sea.”

http://www.submarinersassociation.co.uk/
Founded in 1900---

Dover College was founded in 1871--http://www.doverwarmemorialproject.org.uk/

https://www.submarine-museum.co.uk/

http://www.navalandmilitaryclub.co.uk/

At the Submariners Association we also discover about Lord
Boyce--“He is currently an Advisor to Computer Sciences Corporation and
TRICOLOM Ltd. Admiral Boyce was elevated to the peerage in June

2003; and was appointed Lord Warden and Admiral of the Cinque
Ports and Constable of Dover Castle in July 2004. He is also
involved in a number of pro-bono/charity activities including being
President, Officers Association; President, St John's Ambulance
(London District); Council Member, RNLI; Council Member, White
Ensign Association; Trustee, National Maritime Museum; Vice
President, Forces Pension Society; Patron, Sail4Cancer; Patron,
Trafalgar Woods.”
Computer Sciences Corporation recently reported 70,000 employees
and $12 billion in annual revenues. This is an important technology
multinational which affects our lives and the lives of at least
hundreds of millions of people in other countries---and the
president of The Pilgrims Society London they feel they need as an
“adviser.” CSC is involved in aerospace, defense, banking,
communications, government agencies, health care, utilities, retail
and much more. A CSC director, Nancy Killefer, may be related to
Tom Killefer (Pilgrims 1980 New York roster) who was head of
United States Trust Company on Wall Street.

http://www.tricolom.com/about/

“Our expertise in the UK is supported by a network of partners in
key markets across the world. We have built lasting and trusting
relationships with many partners in China, India, Middle-East,
Northern Europe, Russia, South Africa and Turkey. As such Tricolom,
working with local partners within the network, can work with you to
quickly and efficiently develop and implement market entry
strategies and where appropriate, fulfill Offset obligations in key
territories, saving your company much time and effort in the
process.”

This one traces informally back to AD 1204 in a conflict over the
Normandy region on the Atlantic coast of France and we read--“During the last 300 years, the office has often been bestowed on
Prime Ministers and distinguished wartime leaders, including
Frederick Lord North (1778), William Pitt the Younger (1792), the
Duke of Wellington (1829), Lord Palmerston (1861) and Sir Winston
Churchill (1941).”
“Cinque” is French for five---there were five ports in southeastern
England facing towards Normandy which were fortified against
invasion. A list of titleholders shows dramatic influence in English,
European, and later world history, and many were ancestors of
members of The Pilgrims Society of Great Britain.

Dover Castle, tracing back to the 12th century, has often been called
the “key to England” due to its strategic location, plus the fact that
it’s the largest castle in England---naturally a Pilgrims Society
member would be its “constable”---though the actual guard jobs
are held by lower class members---

https://www.officersassociation.org.uk/#

Tracing to 1877, this one has direct Royal family connections---

Lord Boyce is a council member of the Royal Naval Lifeboat
Institution (1860) ---

A “service” organization for the Royal Navy and Royal Marines---

The National Maritime Museum was founded in London in 1937---

Lord Boyce is vice president of the Forces Pension Society. As we’ll
see later, Admiral Sir Ian Forbes (Pilgrims Society London) is its
president---

Here’s an example of a member being able to point to a laudable
charity as if to say “See? I’m a choir boy type!” ---

Same goes for The Trafalgar Woods, under the aegis of the
Woodland Trust of the United Kingdom---

9) Dame Stella Rimington (1935---; Pilgrims Society as of
undetermined), Dame Commander of the Order of the Bath, was the
director of MI5 from 1990 to 1996. We describe MI5 in the next
profile of Baroness Eliza Manningham-Buller, who ran the British spy
agency from 2002 to 2007. From page 180 of the 2002 short run
book, “The Pilgrims of Great Britain”---

Wiki entry states--“In 1967, after two years in India, Rimington was asked to assist
one of the First Secretaries at the High Commission with his office
work. She agreed, and when she began, discovered that he was the
representative in India of the British Security Service (MI5). Gaining
her security clearance, Rimington worked in the MI5 office for nearly
two years, until she and her husband returned to London in 1969,
where she decided to apply for a permanent position at MI5.
Between 1969 and 1990, Rimington worked in all three branches of
the Security Service: counter espionage, counter subversion, and
counter terrorism. In 1984, she and her husband John separated,
with Stella retaining custody of their two daughters. In 1990, she
was promoted to one of the Service's two Deputy Director-General
positions, where she oversaw MI5's move to Thames House. In
December 1991, she made a visit to Moscow to make the first
friendly contact between the British intelligence services and their
old enemies the KGB. On her return from Russia, she was told she
had been promoted to Director-General. Rimington's work after
leaving MI5 has been as a non-executive director for companies
such as Marks & Spencer and BG Group. Rimington published her
memoirs, entitled “Open Secret,” in 2001.”

Rimington, Stella (2001), “Open Secret: The Autobiography of the
Former Director-General of MI5.” (Hutchinson Publishers, London);
no mention of The Pilgrims.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3BEO9GSFQo

This one appears to be in the outer circle of The Pilgrims despite the
sensitive position she previously held.

10) Baroness Eliza Manningham Buller (1948---; Pilgrims Society as
of undetermined), member British House of Lords since 2008 and
member Science and Technology Committee; Dame Commander of

the Order of the Bath (founded 1725) and Order of the Garter
(founded 1348), was director of the British domestic intelligence
agency, MI5 (2002-2007) and “has made speeches to invited
audiences containing members of the press, as well as making court
statements. On 17 June 2003, at a conference at the Royal United
Services Institute she gave her complete backing for the War on
Terror.” MI5 isn’t M-15, it’s “Military Intelligence, Section 5.” It was
founded in 1909 and has around 4,000 employees. MI5 is accused
of "hoarding information about people who pose no danger to this
country", after it emerged that MI5 holds secret files on 272,000
individuals.”
The Baroness is not in competition with Helen of Troy---

“During her time at the organization’s helm, she has been privy to
some of the country's most carefully guarded secrets and held the
lives of spies and double agents in her hands.”

Thames House in London is where MI5 is headquartered---

According to her profile at the U.K. House of Lords site, in 2011
Baroness Manningham-Buller became chair of the council of
Imperial College of London and has been on the board of governors
of the Wellcome Trust since 2008. The Imperial College of Science,
Technology and Medicine was founded in 1907 and today has a staff
of over 7,000. Its Latin motto means “Knowledge is the Protection
of the Empire.”

The Royal School of Mines at Imperial College in London. Executives
and directors of major and mid-tier gold and silver mining
companies who refuse to condemn the price suppression are often
graduates of this school; this is no coincidence---

Here we see Eliza Manningham-Buller on the board of governors of
The Wellcome Trust.

“In the field of medical research, it is the world's second-largest
private funder after the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.” Third
largest in this regard is the Howard Hughes Medical Research
Institute, which as we note elsewhere in these Pilgrims Society
profiles, is also Pilgrims Society controlled, in the person of lead
trustee James Addison Baker III (Treasury Secretary 1985-1988; gold
and silver price antagonist) who ran the National War Powers
Commission. As of recent info, in dollar terms, the Wellcome
Trust---founded with Big Pharma funds---holds assets worth

$25,232,000,000. Wellcome Trust is a world leader in vaccine
development including Ebola, and a pusher and panderer of these
toxic preparations whose actual purpose is population reduction
and seizure of wealth from the gullible public.
I do in all seriousness and candor submit that we already have
preventatives and remedies for something as virulent as Ebola--garlic and garlic oil in large quantities; clove oil in judicious
amounts; oil of oregano; tea tree oil (diluted and external only); B
group vitamins; Ascorbyl palmitate vitamin –C; beta Glucan; certain
medicinal mushrooms which boost immunity; and ultraviolet light
treatments. Colloidal silver and hyperbaric oxygen are also
prospective. Large doses of garlic internally and external drenching
with garlic oil would be a great thing to try---not that The Pilgrims
Society’s medical cartel will tolerate any discussion of cheap, natural
treatments! They want victims to transfer their funds to them and
then pass away!
The Baroness Manningham-Buller is vice chair of Pollen Estate Ltd.,
a high end immense real estate operation in London’s Mayfair
district which includes 43 properties tracing all the way back to the
year 1622---

The Baroness has had numerous speaking engagements, including
four (4) with Goldman Sachs during May to November 2014 and one

with the J.P. Morgan interests in March 2015. Also this March she
addressed the Vodafone Group and the U.K. Defence Academy.
Vodafone has around 93,000 employees; Sir Crispin Davis is the
likely Pilgrims Society member on its board. The Defence Academy
traces to 1772 when our “Pilgrims Partners” the British were very
intent on maintaining their tyrannies over us---

The Baroness, among the distinct minority of women members of
The Pilgrims, is a trustee of the Foundation of the College of St.

George at Windsor Castle, which was founded in AD 1348 by King
Edward III of England where the headquarters of the important Order
of the Garter is located.

Interior of the chapel showing ancient heraldic flags of Pilgrims
Society families---

Chapel exterior; many Pilgrims Society members also from the NYC
branch have been here---

Her genealogy links her to the Cavendish family, extremely wealthy
and represented elsewhere in The Pilgrims Society of Great Britain.

10) General Lord Dannatt, Francis Richard Dannatt, Baron Dannatt
of Keswick (1950---; Pilgrims Society as of undetermined), Knight
Grand Cross, Order of the Bath, Commander of the British Empire,
159th Constable of The Tower of London, Queen’s Commendation
for Valuable Service, member English House of Lords as of 2011,
was with the British Army (1971-2009) and saw duty in Northern
Ireland and Kosovo, Yugoslavia. He became Chief of the General
Staff in 2006. He was involved with Prince Harry’s tour in
Afghanistan. Dannatt was acquainted early in military service with
Peter Inge, fifteen years his senior, and may have been set on track
by Inge for eventual admission into The Pilgrims. We profiled his
senior colleague Lord Inge earlier in this document. Dannatt is
listed with Celebrity Speakers Associates in Buckinghamshire,
England. Their slogan is “Delivering knowledge worldwide.” One of
his rehearsed speeches is on “Russia and the Ukraine crisis.”
Their remarks on him include--“His illustrious career has included Assistant Chief of the General
Staff MOD, taking command of NATO's Allied Rapid Reaction Corps,
Commander in Chief Land Command, and became Chief of the
General Staff in 2006. After retiring from the Army in 2009, he was
appointed Constable of the Tower of London. He is Founder Patron
of Help for Heroes. He advises guides global organisations on the
challenges of leadership today.”

Here he is in a three minute You Tube video with nothing to say
about The Pilgrims Society.

No mention of The Pilgrims Society---

Built in 1078 AD by order of William The Conqueror, the Tower of
London has an 852 year long history as a prison; Dannatt is its
“Royal Constable” ---

His details at the UK House of Lords reveal that Dannatt is a trustee
of Historic Royal Palaces; trustee, Royal Armouries; Chairman,
Strategic Development Board of Durham Global Security Institute;
adviser to the board of Imeon Logistics; and Senior Adviser to Joule
Africa.
The Tower of London is on the list---

The Royal Armouries is based at the Tower of London and several
other sites---

The Durham Global Security Institute is at Durham University in
England and here is Lord Dannatt from a BBC Radio speech talking
about “terrorists” and “Islamicists.” The DGSI Strategic Advisory
Board probably has several members of The Pilgrims present. Due
to the intransigence of history’s premier influence network against
posting rosters to public access, these names cannot presently be
reviewed with certainty---

At the http://www.imeonlogistics.com/ site we read---

“EXPEDITIONARY FREIGHT STRATEGIES FOR CENTRAL ASIA &
AFGHANISTAN--- Imeon is a project driven management group
specializing in logistics and transportation in the world's most
challenging operating environments. Our mission is to ensure our
clients extract the greatest reward from Situations of considerable
risk. With a focus on providing western level supply chain
management for military and natural resource projects in Central
Asia & Afghanistan, our core management team has been working
together as a single operational unit since 2001. Since that time we
have built and unrivaled track record by consistently delivering for
both government and private sector clients. Imeon is licensed in the
UK and Canada and has offices and facilities throughout Central
Asia & Afghanistan. We will also be supporting several new
petroleum and mining projects in Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan and
Tajikistan.”
The IMEON theatre of operations is---

145-157 St. John Street in London IMEON HQ---

“Joule Africa is a group of companies engaged in the development of
renewable energy projects in Africa with offices in London,
Freetown, Yaoundé and Port Louis. Working in emerging markets,
Joule Africa is currently developing renewable energy assets in Sierra
Leone and Cameroon whilst simultaneously seeking to assist with
the development of further projects on behalf of Governments
throughout sub-Saharan Africa. Joule Africa puts sustainable
development and transparency at the heart of its business practice.
The company works closely with all of its stakeholders to create
infrastructure assets that will generate value long into the future.
The organisation is dedicated to working closely with Governments
to help deliver projects that complement existing plans for social
and economic development within the nations that it works with.”
Joule’s main money connection is to Lloyd’s giant insurance
premium income market. When Generals and Admirals in the United
Kingdom and the United States exit active service, the inner circle of

The Pilgrims Society hands them mjultiple levers of influence with
which to maintain the pace of globalization---

11) David Howell Petraeus (1952---; Pilgrims Society as of 2010,
probably earlier) has a Senate Intelligence Committee document on
him which few Americans have seen. Page 4 shows that Petraeus in
2010 received the “Pilgrims of the United States Medallion of Service
to the Nation.” Does the nation however know about this? Of
course not! He has info on page 3649 of the 2005 Who’s Who in
America---

Could someone receive the Medallion of Service to the Nation from
The Pilgrims and not be a member? It’s unlikely, because page 153
of “The Pilgrims of the United States,” page 153, shows “Winners of
the Gold Medal of The Pilgrims of the United States,” with only three
recipients--- Sir Winston Churchill (1957); General Dwight D.
Eisenhower (1963) and Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh (1969), all
well confirmed members. As of 2003 apparently there wasn’t yet a
Medallion of Service to the Nation by The Pilgrims in New York.
Only one other person, Tom Kean, ex-New Jersey Governor,
Roosevelt family relative who chaired the 911 Commission, is to
date known (by me) to have received this Medallion. Did The
Pilgrims run out of gold besides for price suppression? Inasmuch as
100% of all known recipients of their Gold Medal were confirmed
members otherwise, it’s most reasonable to conclude that their

Medallion awardees are also members. Page 160 shows that
Winston Churchill (son of the famous Prime Minister) spoke to The
Pilgrims New York on May 7, 2002; he must be concluded to be a
member and not a speaker only.
Army General William Knowlton was the father in law of Petraeus.
Knowlton (1920-2008) was a U.S. military representative to NATO
and was placed on the board of Chubb Corporation, an insurance
services giant. If he was admitted into The Pilgrims, it wasn’t as of
1980. David’s father, a merchant marine ship captain, had a name
that sounded like it came straight out of Greco-Roman history--Sixtus Petraeus. In 1985 when Petraeus got a degree in
international affairs at Princeton University, he confirmed himself as
a globalist. His long military career started in 1974 and apparently
his first step up the globalist ladder was his marriage. He’s
authored several books. I’ve located no references in them about
The Pilgrims organization. He however admits to membership in
the Council on Foreign Relations, set up as an important outer ring
of The Pilgrims eighteen years and several months after their New
York branch was founded. He’s a Presbyterian, the runner-up
denomination as to frequency of membership by members of The
Pilgrims. His membership in the Association of the U.S. Army is no
surprise; far fewer military men are members of the lesser known
Academy of Political Science. Virgil Conway, an APS director, is
almost certainly a Pilgrims member. It publishes---

He’s a member of the Army Navy Country Club in Arlington,
Virginia---

From September 2011 into November 2012 Petraeus was director of
the Central Intelligence Agency---

Petraeus time at CIA was shortened by a sex related scandal as
reported by CNN (which intentionally omitted his Pilgrims Society
connections) --“General David Petraeus, once a widely celebrated military leader
who oversaw operations in Afghanistan and Iraq and was touted as a
potential presidential candidate, was sentenced to serve two years
on probation and to pay an $100,000 fine on Thursday for sharing
classified information with his biographer and lover, Paula
Broadwell. "Today marks the end of a two and a half year ordeal,"
Petraeus said outside the Charlotte federal courthouse following his
sentencing. "I now look forward to moving on with the next phase of
my life." Petraeus, who resigned as director of the Central

Intelligence Agency in November 2012 after the relationship became
public, avoided jail time as part of a plea deal. Prosecutors agreed to
not send Petraeus to jail because the classified information was
never released to the public or published in the biography of him
that Broadwell wrote. Petraeus spent some time maintaining a low
profile, but then began to emerge in mid-2013, accepting positions
at universities and the private equity giant Kohlberg Kravis Roberts.
Most of Petraeus' friends and family -- including his wife, Holly -have been supportive of the four-star general and stood by him,
friends of Petraeus said, though no Petraeus family members joined
him in court on Thursday. "The world has deemed it clear that we
recognize that we're all human," said O'Hanlon. John Duffield, a
friend of Petraeus from his graduate school years at Princeton
University, described the past few years as "painful to watch,"
especially given how much promise the general had even beyond his
already impressive resume.”
Various members of The Pilgrims over the years have been accused
of criminal activity (relatively few of them) but in all cases of which I
am aware to date, none have done any jail time and additionally, the
matter of their membership in The Society has never surfaced in any
accounts of the situations for which they caught some heat. The
most notable was Truman H. Newberry (1864-1945) who completely
wriggled out of a conviction under the Federal Corrupt Practices Act
in 1922. See the profile on Newberry in #5 Silver Squelchers, pages
86-89. During the Nixon-Watergate scandal, two known members,

Maurice H. Stans, Commerce Secretary and Richard Kleindienst,
Attorney General, both escaped any criminal prosecution. No
wonder Petraeus was similarly shielded. The President always being
an “honorary” Pilgrims member and the Attorney General often
surfacing as a member, and the AG a cabinet member reporting to
the President, naturally most any high figure they care to shield, will
be shielded. The President appoints all Federal judges---that
important base is likewise covered, and Supreme Court justices have
sometimes surfaced as Pilgrims members (Charles Evans Hughes,
William Rehnquist, Sandra Day O’ Connor). Notice that sexual
improprieties are regarded by media and government as serious
offenses, whereas being a globalist one worlder sellout is A-OK.
According to the KKR site--“General (retired) David H. Petraeus (New York) started working with
KKR in 2013 and is Chairman of the KKR Global Institute. Gen.
Petraeus is involved in the KKR investment process and oversees the
Institute's thought leadership platform focused on geopolitical and
macro-economic trends, as well as environmental, social, and
governance issues. Prior to joining KKR, Gen. Petraeus served over
37 years in the U.S. military, including command of coalition forces
in Iraq, command of U.S. Central Command, and command of
coalition forces in Afghanistan. Following his service in the military,
Gen. Petraeus served as the Director of the CIA. Gen. Petraeus
graduated with distinction from the U.S. Military Academy and
subsequently earned M.P.A. and Ph.D. degrees in international

relations from Princeton University's Woodrow Wilson School of
Public and International Affairs. Gen. Petraeus has received
numerous U.S. military, State Department, NATO and United Nations
medals and awards, and he has been decorated by 12 foreign
countries. He also serves as a Visiting Professor of Public Policy at
CUNY's Macaulay Honors College, as a Professor at the University of
Southern California, and as a member of the advisory boards of a
number of veterans organizations.”
KKR was founded in 1976 by three ex-Bear Stearns figures--Jerome Kohlberg Jr., Henry Kravis and George R. Roberts. The latter
two are cousins. “KKR is a leading global investment firm that
manages investments across multiple asset classes including private
equity, energy, infrastructure, real estate, capital markets, credit
strategies, and hedge funds.” As of March 2015 KKR had $99.1
billion of assets under management. Of the three, Roberts pegs my
Pilgrims meters as the most likely to be a member.

“The KKR Global Institute (KGI) is an integral part of the KKR
investment process — working in partnership with KKR deal teams,
portfolio companies, and limited partners to help enable smarter
investing through a better understanding of the world. To
accomplish its mission, KGI integrates expertise and analysis about
emerging developments and long-term trends in geopolitics,
macroeconomics, demographics, energy and natural resource
markets, technology, and trade policy, as well as environmental,
social, and government (ESG) considerations. Whether working with
a KKR deal team as we explore entering a new market, supporting a
KKR portfolio company as it expands its international footprint, or
assessing which countries stand the best chance of becoming the
next “breakout nations,” KGI provides critical inputs as the firm
thinks through where to invest and how to help businesses grow. In
order to identify and cultivate over-the-horizon opportunities while
mitigating against risks, KGI draws from both a deep bench of inhouse experience and knowledge, as well as a differentiated
network of global contacts.”

Petraeus at the Royal United Services Institute in London, founded in
1831 by the Duke of Wellington, whose deceased brother in law,
General Edward Packenham, was RUBBED OUT by General Andrew
Jackson’s troops at New Orleans in January 1815 and shipped back
to London in a casket of rum---

https://www.rusi.org/

It seems that all CIA chiefs are/were Pilgrims Society members.
General Keith Alexander is almost certainly a member!

“The International Relations Council in Kansas City, MO, presented
the Distinguished Service Award for International Statesmanship to
Petraeus on September 10, 2012, in Kansas City during its 2012
Annual Awards Banquet. As part of the CIA's 65th birthday,
Petraeus visited the New York Stock Exchange and was invited to
ring The Opening Bell to commemorate the 65th anniversary of the
CIA The Royal United Services Institute (RUSI) presented Petraeus
with the Chesney Gold Medal on June 10, 2013. The award marks a
lifelong distinguished contribution in the defense and international

security fields, to the benefit of the United Kingdom and/or the
international community.”
The IRC has a director associated with the ominous sounding Baring
Vostok Capital Partners. Indeed this is the same family (Barings;
Pilgrims Society) as traces way back in world finance and the crash
of Barings Bank certainly didn’t put an end to them; they may also
have gone short.

11) Field Marshall The Lord Richard Frederick Vincent of Coleshill of
Oxfordshire, also holds the title of Baron (1931---; Pilgrims Society
as of undetermined), Knight Grand Cross, Order of the British
Empire, Order of the Bath, Distinguished Service Order, Commander,
United States Legion of Merit is another typical case of a career
military officer who upon retirement was placed in supervisory roles
in defence corporations. This pattern is consistent in both Pilgrims
branches for many years. He was Vice chief of Defence Staff 19871991 and Chairman of the Defence staff at the ministry of Defence
1991-1992 and finally Chairman, NATO Military Committee (1992-

1996). During 2000 to 2005 he was president of the Defence
Manufacturers Association. During 2000 to 2011 he was president
of the Cranfield Trust. (However, info he supplied elsewhere shows
he was president of Cranfield Trust as of 1999). He was chancellor
of Cranfield University during 1998 to 2010. During 1996 to 2004
he was chairman of Imperial College London. The Pilgrims inner
circle sure had some posts and assignments for him! Those last
seven positions mentioned are listed at his page at the site of the
British House of Lords. His Parliamentary interests include NATO,
defence, and science and technology (war industries!)

Management consulting---

Cranfield University has 4,350 enrolled---

Older image, Imperial College London---

Wiki has this on him--“Field Marshal Richard Frederick Vincent, Baron Vincent of Coleshill
(born 23 August 1931) is a retired British Army officer. After serving
with British Army of the Rhine he served with the Commonwealth
Brigade in Malaysia during the Indonesia–Malaysia confrontation. He
commanded 12th Light Air Defence Regiment in Northern Ireland
during the Troubles, for which he was awarded the Distinguished
Service Order, and later commanded 19th Airportable Brigade.
Although he never served as one of the individual service heads, he
went on to be Vice-Chief of the Defence Staff in the late 1980s and
then Chief of the Defence Staff in the aftermath of the Gulf War. He
subsequently became Chair of the Military Committee of NATO in

the mid-1990s. Vincent became Chief of the Defence Staff in the
aftermath of the Gulf War in March 1991. Promoted to field marshal
on 2 April 1992, he became Chairman of the NATO Military
Committee in October 1993 before retiring from the British Army in
1996. He was also Colonel Commandant of the Royal Electrical and
Mechanical Engineers (REME) from 1981 until 1987, Colonel
Commandant of the Royal Artillery from 1983 until 2000, Colonel
Commandant of the Royal Horse Artillery from 1996 until the
present and Honorary Colonel of 100th (Yeomanry) Regiment Royal
Artillery from 1982 until 1991. In retirement Vincent became
Chairman of Hunting Defence Limited (4,044 employees recently) as
of 1996 and a Non-Executive Director of Vickers Defence Systems
Limited during 1996 to 2002. He was ennobled in the 1996
Birthday Honours, being created life peer on 3 September 1996 with
the title Baron Vincent of Coleshill, of Shrivenham in the County of
Oxfordshire, and he held the ceremonial role of Master Gunner, St.
James's Park from 1996 until 2000. Vincent was Chancellor of
Cranfield University, with which the Defence College of Management
and Technology has had an academic partnership, from 1998 to
2010.”

Distinguished Service Order (DSO) ---

NATO---

Royal Electrical & Mechanical Engineers, founded in 1942, has
Prince Charles (Pilgrims of Great Britain) as its Royal sponsor---

Like The Pilgrims Society, this one uses the old Latin (Roman) word
“Ubique” meaning “everywhere” with its emblem below a Royal
crown. “Where Right and Glory Lead” is the rest. British leadership,
without conscience, believes their weapons have never been used in
any unjust causes. Their record in the South African Boer Wars
however, makes the Viet Cong record look like mother’s milk of
human kindness---

The Royal Horse Artillery (RHA) dates from 1793. Its motto, from
the ancient Normans means “Shame Be To Him Who Thinks Evil Of
It,” in other words if you condemn British militarism you---not
they---are the bad person---

According to https://www.buckingham Lord Vincent held earlier
military positions including during 1960 to 1961 when he was with
the Radar Research Establishment. Afterwards he was in Malaysia,
West Germany and Northern Ireland. In 1974-1975 he was director
of the Royal Military College of Science. In the late 1970s he was
with the Royal College of Defence Studies. He was commandant of
the Royal Mechanical & Electrical Engineers during 1981 to 1987.
More details on him are to be found on page 1745 of The
International Who’s Who (2004). As of 2001 he became a director of
INSYS Ltd. He was a director of R.A. Museum Ltd. as of 1996---

Royal Artillery Museum. As of 1999 he became president of the Old
Aldenhamian Society, founded in 1902 as an alumni society of an
elite school by the same name. He was awarded the Jordanian Order
of Merit, First Class. He became a patron of the Inspire Foundation
as of 1999. As of 1992 he became a member of the Guild of Free
Men of the City of London, showing his sponsorship by the
international banking establishment. During 1996 to 1997 he was a
member of the Commission on Britain & Europe sponsored by the
Royal Institute for International Affairs (RIIA, the London counterpart
to the New York CFR, both Pilgrims subsidiaries). He misstated it as
the Royal Institute for “Internal” Affairs. He was made president of
the Officers Pension Society in 1997. Remember these particular
details are from a 2004 reference and some may have ceased being
current. During 1983 to 1991 he was on the advisory council to the
RMCS (?) In 1997 he was inducted into the Worshipful Company of
Wheelwrights, another City of London guild tracing way back (1670).
In 1987 he was placed on the governing board of the Aldenham
School. In 1992 he became a Ditchley Foundation governor. During
1999 to 2007 he was a member of the Court of Greenwich
University.
Note the battle ax, armor and shield---

Aldenham for children of elitists has 700 enrollments---

1867 view of Aldenham School (Church of England) ---

http://www.ditchley.co.uk/
(Both are Pilgrims Society fronts!)
http://www.americanditchley.org/

It has around 24,000 students---

In 2005 INSYS, a UK manufacturer of such niceties as cluster bombs,
helicopter munitions, biological detection systems and anti-tank
weapons, merged into the much larger multinational armaments
manufacturer Lockheed Martin which I’d expect has one or more
members of The Pilgrims New York on its board---that is, if the
most evasive secret society ever posts a roster---

Founded in 1820 it even has a Gatling gun---

http://www.oldaldenhamian.org

Jordanian Order of Merit---

Lord Vincent of Coleshill may not be the only Pilgrims member on
this board. Interesting that someone associated with armaments
and explosives would pose as a do-gooder for spinal cord
restoration. How much will they be able to charge?

http://www.guild-freemen-london.co.uk/

Interior view---

13) Admiral Lord Alan William John West, Baron West of Spithead
(yes, that’s correct! Other modifications to that title are possible!)
1948---; Pilgrims Society London as of undetermined), Knight
Grand Cross, Order of the Bath, Privy Council of the Crown,

Distinguished Service Cross, was Chief of Defense Intelligence of the
Ministry of Defence (1997-2000)---Fleet Commander in Chief
(2000-2002)---First Sea Lord (2002-2006)---and Chairman of the
National Security Forum, a Cabinet level office (2007 to 2010)--and Parliamentary Under Secretary for Security and CounterTerrorism (2007-2010). In 2014 to 2015 he was a member of the
National Security Strategy Committee of Parliament. He was a
trustee of the Imperial War Museum (2010-2014) and since 2006
he’s been president of the Merchant Navy Association and of the
Merchant Navy Medal Fund. During 2006 to 2013 he was Chairman
and trustee of the Cadet Vocational Qualification Organization. He’s
an adviser to 19 unidentified annual organized events. He lists
himself as “Knight President, Knights of the Round Table.” He is
chancellor of Southampton Solent University. He is chairman of
Spearfish Maritime Security Limited and a director of MCM Solutions,
“extraction and management of data from digital and non-digital
sources.”) See http://www.parliament.uk/biographies/lords/lordwest-of-spithead/3834 His Parliamentary policy interests include
defence, science and technology, international affairs,
transportation, intelligence agencies, counterterrorism, Arabian
Gulf, Pacific Rim, Japan and Southeast Asia.

The Privy Council advises the British sovereign---

IWM president is The Duke of Kent (Pilgrims Society) ---

Founded in 1917 its collection is almost 11 million items---

http://www.mna.org.uk/ has 40 branch offices---

http://www.cvqo.org/

Lord West of “S” is Chancellor of Southampton Solent University
(since 2006). “Solent” is the name of a sea channel between England
and the famous Isle of Wight. The wrestler known as The Big Show
has as his real name Paul Wight---ancestral connection? It’s
doubtful he ever heard of The Pilgrims, but the owner of the WWE,
Vince McMahon, is on my list of probable members! Only founded
in 2004, it has around 17,000 enrollments---

http://www.spear-fish.com/ Lord West is chairman. They provide
physical security solutions to maritime and other businesses
including private yacht owners.

Spearfish HQ in Winchester, England---

http://www.mcmsolutions.co.uk/ works with military, intelligence
and law enforcement agencies, mentions Lord West---

West addressed a NATO Parliamentary Assembly meeting
presumably with armed guards from his own enterprise plus those
of NATO.
In November 2007 he remarked on British Broadcasting Corporation
of his inclinations towards a 42 day detention without trial period

for anyone deemed a “terror suspect.” He went on record as
definitely opposing Scottish national independence. He voted in
Parliament for more European Union “integration” (“globalism”). In
2006 he became chairman of the advisory board of QinetiQ, a
defense contractor. In 2010 West became patron of the Docklands
Symphony Orchestra. In 2014 he narrated a 15 part BBC Radio
series, “Britain At Sea.” In 2014 West became a member of the
Political Council of the Henry Jackson Society.
QinetiQ had 9,000 employees as of 2014. The likely member of The
Pilgrims London on its board is Admiral Sir James Burnell-Nugent.
They sell to NATO countries in military equipment related to sea,
land and air---also involved in oil and gas, mining, water and
telecom---

While people are dying in the next war profiteering maneuvers of
The Pilgrims Society, Lord West can relax and enjoy music in a posh
setting---

Founded in 2005, the Henry Jackson Society is a British based group
described as a “think tank” by Wiki. It was founded in 2005 and
named after Henry M. Jackson, a Democrat Representative from
Washington State (1941-1953) and a Senator (1953-1983). Jackson
was among the shill lawmakers invited to Bilderberg. The Centre for
Social Cohesion merged with the Henry Jackson Society. Apparently
Jackson had done favors for the British, though there’s no evidence
he ever became a Pilgrims member. This is a militaristic, prointervention group.

Can we get him into a McDonald’s uniform instead?

Here he is on You Tube mentioning his actions against Argentina in
the 1982 Falklands War, in which England once again asserted its
right to steal islands from Argentina (petroleum reserves in the area,
you see). Absolutely no whisper of his activities in The Pilgrims
organization!

14) Field Marshall Sir John Chapple (1931---; Pilgrims Society as of
undetermined), order of the Bath, Commander, Order of the British
Empire, Vice Patron of the National Army Museum, received news in
August 2011 that his grandson was mauled to death in a polar bear
attack in Norway. (However, another source says the victim was his
grandson). His military service was from 1954 to 1992. His other
son became a spinal surgeon and his daughter who resides in New
York, Rachel Lucy Chapple, is described as a “social anthropologist.”
Her husband is Lord John Patrick Townshend (correct spelling), who
also holds the title “Marquess.” During 1973 to 2003 he was a
trustee of the Gurkha Museum. He was president (1992-1994) of
the Zoological Society of London. During 1993 to 1995 Chapple
was Governor of British Gibraltar. He served a term (undetermined)
as president of the British Exploring Society, organizers of the
expedition in which the polar bear dispatched his son. In 1999 he
presented the Queen’s Award for Export Achievement.

http://www.thegurkhamuseum.co.uk/ founded in 1974, it
memorializes the British Gurkhas who trace to 1815. These were
the native sellouts to the British colonial occupiers of Nepal;
however it’s well known that many Indians became members and
fought for the Crown. Perhaps inducements in opium or silver were
involved. This I reasonably speculate because after the Gurkha War
(1814-1816) with the meddling, interloping British, a treaty was
arranged by which the Gurkhas became affiliated with the old British
East India Company, opium exporters to China---and vacuum
vortexes of silver exportation out of China. The Gurkhas, as
mercenaries, assisted the British occupiers of India in defeating the
Indian Rebellion of 1857. In fact the Gurkhas assisted the British

many times with violent suppression of independence movements in
various corners of the British Empire. In the Boxer Rebellion of
1900 in China, in which the Chinese understandably were outraged
by continuing British peddling of opium in their nation, the Gurkhas
were on hand to assist the British and other colonial troops in
putting down the Boxer Rebellion. The Gurkhas fought again for the
British Empire in World War One, so carefully planned and executed
by England and its USA Pilgrims Partners! The same occurred in the
Second World War, and entire Gurkha regiments were named after
various Royal family members! The Indian Army still has Gurkha
regiments---and India is a member of the British Commonwealth of
nations, and has been since “independence” in 1947!

“A generous donation makes the National Army Museum the holder
of the world’s greatest collection of Indian Army insignia - covering
buttons, cap badges, collar badges, shoulder titles, pouch badges,
pouch belt plates, and waist belt clasps. The gift of the Indian Army
Collection by Field Marshal Sir John Chapple covers over 9,000 items
relating to the Indian Army. Spanning over a century from the 19th

century until Partition in 1947, the collection took Sir John 70 years
to collect.”

Founded in 1826---

HQ building---

The British Exploring Society, which may have mineral exploration
hidden under the guise of other activities, is in the Royal Geographic
Society building. Its patrons include the Lord Mayor of London
(Pilgrims Society), the Duke of York (Pilgrims Society) and probable
Pilgrims Society members David Cameron, Member of Parliament,
and aviation tycoon Sir Richard Branson, said to be worth around $5
billion.

15) British Royal Navy Admiral Sir Ian Andrew Forbes (1946---;
Pilgrims Society as of undetermined) Order of the Bath, Commander,
Order of the British Empire, United States Legion of Merit, rose to
the rank of Admiral in the British Royal Navy. He saw action relating
to the Falklands War with Argentina in 1982 and the Kosovo conflict
and the Gulf War. He received the Queens Commendation for
Valuable Service (Bosnian War) 1996. He was placed in charge of
some reconstruction projects afterwards. There have been a fair
number of members of The Pilgrims on both sides of the Atlantic
since 1902-1903 with the name Forbes. The 1949 book “Happy
Pilgrimage” (see later) shows that some members have Forbes as a
first name from maternal heritage. They may not all be related but
most probably are. Wiki says of this one---

“Forbes has become an advisor to Booz & Company, now Strategy&,
the management consultancy arm of pwc. He was also Chairman of
the Governors of Eastbourne College from 2005 to 2013. Chairman
of the Naval Review from 2006 until 2013, he is currently the
President of the Forces Pension Society. He is also the President of
the HMS Glamorgan Association, established following the ship’s
service in the Falklands War. He is married to Sally who is sponsor of
the survey vessel HMS Enterprise.”
The Wiki entry on him is murky in places. Let’s try to get it clarified.
To begin, Booz & Company, now renamed Strategy&, traces to 1914
and is a global management consulting firm. 2011 figures showed
it had over $1.3 billion in revenues. 70 of the world’s 100 largest
and around 80% of the top 500 USA corporations do business with
Strategy&. It’s a subsidiary of Price Waterhouse Coopers with
195,400 employees and 2014 revenues of $34 billion.

According to http://diplomaticourier.com/about-dc/team/526-sirian-forbes ---

“Admiral Sir Ian Forbes joined the Royal Navy in 1965. He has spent
much of his career at sea, including tours in HM Yacht Brittania and
on American Exchange with the USS W.H. Standley. He has
commanded 4 warships; Kingfisher, Diomede, Chatham and
Invincible, and been engaged in conflict and crisis operations off
Iceland, the Falklands, in the Gulf and in the Adriatic. As an Admiral,
he has served as Military Advisor in the Office of the High
Representative in Sarajevo, as the Commander of the UK Battle
Group, as the Flag Officer Surface Flotilla, and as Deputy Supreme
Allied Commander Atlantic. In this last appointment, he also acted
as Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic for a period with
responsibilities for creating a new Strategic Command, the Allied
Command Transformation, the first new NATO Strategic Command
to be established in more than fifty years. He was the first European
Officer to fill a NATO Supreme Commander post. He has since
assumed the Deputy Supreme Allied Commander Transformation
role with the re-establishment of a US Supreme Commander.
Admiral Forbes is a graduate of the RAF Staff College Bracknell and
the Royal College of Defence Studies. He was appointed Commander
of the British Empire in 1994, was awarded the Queens
Commendation for Valuable Service in 1995, and was made a Knight
Commander of the Bath in 2003. For his work as Supreme Allied
Commander Atlantic, he was presented with the NATO Meritorious
Service Medal in 2003, and was the first recipient of this newly
established award. He is a Governor of the Portsmouth High School
for Girls and a member of the Windsor Leadership Trust.”

Windsor is the family name of the British Royals. It’s quite possible
they are history’s wealthiest family. I realize this is out of step with
the mythos about the Rothschilds or Rockefellers. The plain fact is
none of us know for sure because we aren’t on the inside.

Trustees of the Windsor Leadership Trust who are probable
members of The Pilgrims London are Sir Laurie Magnus (connections
to HSBC Bank and J.P. Morgan) and Air Chief Sir Stephen Dalton.
They list only four members on their board of Patrons. Sam
Younger is a confirmed member of The Pilgrims London and
profiled elsewhere in this SS series. They have a “Windsor
Programme” described as follows--“Emerging leaders – for those currently in more operational
leadership roles, with the intent and potential to move into more
strategic leadership.
Developing leaders – aimed at leaders who have already moved into
more strategic leadership positions, focusing on the transition of
leaving operational leadership behind and embracing strategic
leadership. Experienced leaders – allows senior strategic leaders
who have been in post for several years to explore, with others at a
similar level, the decisions and responsibilities of strategic
leadership.”
It gets down to they want string pullers who’ll execute orders to the
letter. Among their corporate sponsors are Lloyd’s Bank Group and
Rolls Royce---

Here we read of Admiral Forbes---“He is an Associate Fellow of
RUSI, a Visiting Fellow of the Oxford Leverhulme Programme.” At
the Royal United Services Institute (RUSI) site we discover he’s been
president of the Forces Pension Society since 2013 and serves as

chairman of Eastbourne College Charity. He is chairman of The
Naval Review, which traces to 1912. We described the RUSI earlier.
The Oxford University Leverhulme “Programme” is named after Lord
Leverhulme, Pilgrims Society London, for whom the giant consumer
multinational Lever Brothers (since renamed Unilever) is named; as
of 2014 it had 172,000 employees. We profiled Leverhulme in #4
Silver Squelchers, pages 10-11.

Unilever HQ in London---

Founded in 1867, Sir Ian Forbes is chairman of the council of
Eastbourne College---

Primary founded was the 7th Duke of Devonshire (1808-1891) a
member of the enormously wealthy Cavendish family. The obscure
1949 book “Happy Pilgrimage” (Hutchinson & Company, London) by
Sir Harry Brittain, a founder of The Pilgrims in 1902, mentioned the
Duke of Devonshire on page 70 (a successor) ---

“Pilgrims and Pioneers” by the same author and publisher (1946),
pages 228 and 229 also mention the Duke of Devonshire (reference
year 1920) who was British Governor General of Canada. Among the
numberless family treasures is a Columbian emerald of 1,383.93
carats.

16) Geoffrey M.T. Jones (Year of birth undetermined; obituary not
located; Pilgrims Society as of undetermined) was noticed as a
trustee of The Pilgrims Foundation in 2001. In “OSS: The Secret
History of America's First Central Intelligence Agency” (2005) we
note on page 176 mentioned--- “Captain Geoffrey M.T. Jones,
25, a Princeton alumnus from a wealthy Eastern family…” I find
relatively little info on Jones and nothing in the Who’s Who. He
was mentioned in a 1982 New York Times item on a book called
“Public Service and Private Pain.” In some cases it may be I’ve
missed a detail, excusable as this series is an enormous
agglomeration of facts---photo appears to be from 1944---he’s
mentioned at All American Speakers (details uncertain) ---

He appears to have been a member of the Union Club NYC. In a
1991 book the OSS on page 247 was called “strange,” “This Grim
and Savage Game: OSS and the Beginning of U.S. Covert
Operations in World War II.”

This book was published in 2000---

The OSS/Donovan Press is named after this man from The Pilgrims
1957 New York roster---

ADDENDA--A group called “Le Cercle” (The Circle) should be mentioned. Most
of the work on this one has been done by Joel Van Der Reijden, with
whom I’ve corresponded and a gifted researcher who I admire. The

entry at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Le_Cercle is extremely
cursory in nature. Le Cercle has characteristics similar to Bilderberg
and there is an interlock. Le Cercle has members from around 25
countries. Current chairman of Le Cercle is Baron Lamont of
Lerwick, who was Chancellor of the Exchequer (1990-1993) and was
a Member of Parliament for 25 years. He was (is) associated with
Rothschild Asset Management. He may be related to several
members of The Pilgrims New York by the name of Lamont, two of
which were profiled earlier in this SS series and is most likely
himself a member. Like Bilderberg and Trilateral, Le Cercle is a way
for The Pilgrims Society to extend its influence by creating satellite
organizations to admit men who aren’t all regarded as material for
Pilgrims membership. Another group roughly on this level is the
1001 Club; again the most research on it has been done by Van Der
Reijden. Le Cercle has had plenty of CIA connections and British
and European military intelligence also and lots of NATO
connections. It’s interspersed with Pilgrims members. The 1001
Club masquerades as a conservation group when it’s more about
grabbing mineral rich areas and it should tell you something of its
character that Nelson Bunker Hunt was a 1001 Club member, yet in
silver The Pilgrims Society destroyed him, as detailed in #10 Silver
Squelchers. For a review of some Le Cercle members click here.
Click here for Van Der Reijden on the 1001 Club.
Le Cercle and the 1001 Club also appear to be ways for the British
Royals and the Vatican to “probe” each other as both refuse to

release ambitions for world domination. There is an overlap with
the Papal Knights of Malta, which is the Pope’s answer to The
Pilgrims Society. The KM has over 9 members to every 1 Pilgrims
member and these two have a very slight overlap. It’s also known
as the Sovereign Military Order of Malta and has a Protestant
counterpart headed by the British Sovereign, the Order of Saint John
of Jerusalem; the symbols are similar. Many absurd leaps are made
to show that the Pope tells the Royals what to do and that is pure
tripe and drivel. They talk about King John (John Lackland, 11991216) who the Pope excommunicated in 1209 and they reconciled
in 1213, allegedly giving the Pope eternal control over England from
that point forward and ignore the Supremacy Acts of the 16th
century. The first Act in 1534 came after an attempt was made to
reassert Catholic power in Britain. On July 6, 1535, Sir Thomas More
was beheaded in London on orders of King Henry VIII because he
refused to recognize the King as head of the Church of England and
also because More refused to approve a divorce the King wanted
and was seconding Pope Clement VII; Pope Paul III was in power
when More was executed. Those events are described, rightly or
wrongly according to the bias of the film’s creators, in “A Man For
All Seasons” (1966). After the second Act in 1559, nothing was left
but invasion and that failed! Well before the time of King John, on
December 29, 1170, Thomas Becket, the Pope’s main authority in
England, was assassinated by knights loyal to King Henry II and is
described in the 1964 movie “Becket.” It appears that when the
Crown and the Pope are in conflict, the Pope’s agents get rubbed

out. Some speculate however that Princess Diana’s death was
retaliatory. English royalty and nobility tolerated Vatican influence
until it was clear they needed their own church which they, rather
than someone in Rome, would control. My conclusion has not
changed. The Crown retains the upper hand by a very wide margin
and has since at least 1588 AD when the Spanish Armada’s attempt
at invading England was defeated. In 1694, when the English
invented central banking, they set the foundation for control over
the economies of most nations. The President and Secretary of
State surfaced as “honorary” members of The Pilgrims, a Royalist
organization strongly linked to the Anglican Church of England and
its USA group, the Episcopalian Church. The Pilgrims, especially in
New York, have many members of French Huguenot ancestry, whose
ancestors were in deadly conflict with Catholic loyalists in France,
culminating on August 24, 1572, in which up to 70,000 French
Protestants were killed in the Saint Bartholomew’s Day Massacre--a conflict won by Papal forces. The Pilgrims United States has a
strong interlock with the Huguenot Society of America and its
president may always be expected to be a member of The Pilgrims.
The Huguenots represent quiet and unusual wealth. Without its
protected sea moated status however, The Pilgrims Society may
never have existed and the Knights of Malta would be on top of the
heap---perhaps. So much of the modern world has been
determined by warfare of long ago, but the oceanic isolation of
England allowed it to become the dominant European power,

especially with so many strategic marriages with mainland European
Royalty, nobility and old-line wealth.

"A Secret Society gradually absorbing the wealth of
the world."
--- Last Will & Testament of diamond monopolist
Cecil Rhodes

“HERE AND EVERYWHERE”
Please ask sites to link this free research.
Please ask your Congressman and Senator to subpoena a Pilgrims
roster!
TEXAS RESIDENTS---contact your state Senators and
Representatives and insist that Texas owned gold be returned to

Texas before the Texas Gold Depository is constructed! Don’t give
HSBC Bank (Pilgrims Society entity) more time to stall!
http://www.capitol.state.tx.us/ There are ample storage facilities
and can be guarded by Texas National Guard, Texas Rangers and
Texas State Trooper units! The world gold bank run is underway!
It’s terrible folly to wait! “He who hesitates is lost” applies!
www.silverstealers.net
www.nosilvernationalization.org
www.pilgrimsociety.org
Restore your arteries for small sum (supermarket item).

